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FOREWORD

Machine Shop Fundamentals; Part I was developed and designed for secondary
apd adult limited English proflciency students enrolled in Machine Tool
Technology'courses. Part I includes an Introduction, Safety and Shop Rules,
Basic Machine Tools, Basic Machine Operations; Measurement, Basic Blueprint
Reading, Layout, ind Bench Tools. These twenty-four Competency based

. lessons may be used as,a:main text, as supplements to other textbooks, ..or as
the basis for a pre-vocational course in,manufacturing trades.

The Illin s State Board of Education,is committed to assisting local educa-
tional a ncies in the development of high Ruality instructional programs for
limited english proficiency and handicapped/disadvantaged students.

The pr ject develeped Machine Shop Fundamentals: Part I during two
semes ers orfield-testink with limited English proficiency adults enrolled
in Ma hine Tool Laboratory I. Sincere appreciation is extended to the stu-,
dents i ctors, and consultants who assisted in the development of thse
instr ional mat ls.

a

Donald G. Gill
Sta4e Superintendent of Education
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Machine Shop Fundamentals: Part I was designed for limited English
proficiency students who are enrolled in Machine Tool Technologies courses

411
or who are preparing to enroll in Manufacturing Trades courses. The

organization, format, and simplified language level of Machine Shop
't Fundamentals.make it suitable Rot only for LEP students but also ftpr other

special needs students who,have difficulty reading traditional texkbooks.
The twenty-four competencybased lessons may be used as a main textbook,
as a supplementary textbook, or as the basis for.a pre-vocational training
course.

%
The lessons include! .

- Lesson 1 Machine Tool Technology
Lepon 2 Safety Rules
Lesson a4 Basic Machine Tools 8.

*lesson 3B Basic Machine Operations
Lesson 3C Revolutions per Minute, Depth of Cut, and Feed

, Lesson 4A Introduction to Measurement
Lesson 4B Semiprecision Measurement

. Lesson. 4C Precision Measurement with Micrometers

Lesson 40 Precision Measurement-with Vernier Calipers and
Vernier,Height Gages :

Lesson -4E Precision Measurement with Dial Indicators

Lesson 5A Introduction to Blueprint Reading
kSson 5B .Basic Views ,

Lesson 5C Basic Lines I 4
Lesson 5D Tolerances
Lesson 5E Title Blocks

Lesson 6A Introduction to Layout
Lesson 6B Semipreciiion Layqut .

Lesson 6C Precision Layout
Lesson 7A Wrenches, Pliers, and Screwdrivers
Lesson 7B' Vises, Clamps, and V-Blocks .

lesson 7C Hacksa s
Lesson 7D Hammer , Chisels, and Punches

Lesson 7E Files
Lesson 7F Taps and Dies

. 4

The corresponding Machine Shop Fundamentals: Part I STUDENT WORKBOOK

_ has for each lesson a Technical Vocabulary, Study Questions, Review Questions,
and Worksheets.

The VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL has specific,teaching,strategies
and notes, Self-Tests, and student native language supplements in Spanish,
Lao, and Vietnamese for each lesson. 1

The TECHNICAL ENGLIsji INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL has-spetific,yocational
English as a second langdage (VESL) teaching strategies, VESL activities
closely coordinated with the Machine Shop FundamentaTs lessons,'and visuals.
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Unit 5. Blueprint Reading

Lesson 5A Introduction to Blueprint Reading
Lesson 5B Basic Views
Lesson 5C Basic Lines
Lesson 5D Tolerances
Lesson 5E Title Blocks

Unit 6 Layout

Lesson 6A Introduction to Layout

Lesson 6B Semiprecision Layout
Lesson 6C recision Layout

Unit 7 Benth Tools

(

Lesson 7A Wrenches, Pliers, and Screwdrivers
Lesson 7B Vises, Clamps, and V-Blocks
Lesson 7C Hacksaws
Lesson 7D Hammers, Chisets, and Punches

Lesson ne 'Files
Lesson 7F Taps and Dies
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Machine Shop Fundamentals
Orientation

INTROOUCTIUN

A GOOD JOB

JOB ADVANCEMENT

MORE TECHNICAL TRAINING

ENGLISH

EXPERIENCE

TECHNICAL SKILLS

To get a good job, people need technical skills, experience and English skills.

Workers need to understand directions, ask questions, and talk with their
supervisors and other workers.
This is often a problem for people whose native language is not English.

MACHINE TOOL TECHNICAL
LABORATORY I ENGLISH

- Theory - Technical Vocabulary
- Practice - Machine Shop Math

, - "Shop Talk"

This machine tool training program has two classes.
In the Machine Tool Laboratory I classes, students learn the theory and
practice of industrial machines in the machine shop.
In the Technical English classes, students learn technical vocabulary, "shop
Olk," machine shop'math, and English skills necessary for Machine Tool
Laboratory I and for jobs.'

The machine shop teacher and the technical English teacher work together to
teach-technical machine tool skills and technical English.
Both classes are important for the students.

1:0
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MACHINE SHOP FUNDAMENTALS: PART I

--

\

The student will use the-Machine Shop Fundalfientals: Part I textbook and

student workbook. _ .

The textbook puts the technical information into units and lessons.

The student workbook helps the student study each lesson.

Each lesson has:

Textbook.
. y .

Student Workbook Other Materials

Objectives

Procedures

Technical InforMation

Technical Vocabulary

Study Questions
.

Review Questions

,

Slide Show

,Native Language Supplements

Self-Test

The student must 'pass the Self-Test with 80% or more correct ansWers before

he/she studies the next lesson.
The lesson is the theory part of the class.
In the machine shop, the student must understand the theory before he/she

sets up and runs a machine tool.

For the course, the student Will need:

1. Safety glasses

2. A 6" machinist's rule

3. A-thick 3-ring notebook

4. A vise (DVP #54)

SCHEDULE

MACHINE TOOL LABORATORY I 6 hours per week

TECHNICAL ENGLISH 10 hours per week

STUDY TIME AT HOME . 6 hours per week

, TOTAL 22 hours per week

The student must study 6 hours per week at home.

7
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GRADES

Each student will reseive a grade for the Machine Tool Laboratory I course.

Average Grade Points:

90 - 100 A (Superior) ,

80 - 89 B (Good)

70 - 79 C (Average)

60 - 69 D (Poor)

59 or below F (Failure) 4

60%-of,the grade points are from the student's work in the Machine Shop.
40% of the grade points 6re from the student's examinations and tests.

The student will aso receive a grade for the Technical English course.

ATTENDANCE

On the job, attendance is very important.
Workers must be at their jobs. everyday and must be on time.
In school, attendance is also very important.
If a worker'does not go to iiis/her job everyday, fie/she gets fired.
If a student does not go to-school everyday, he/she'will not learri and will
fatl the course.
Attendance in school is like attendance on the job.

Sometimes a worker cannot go to his/her job becapse of sickness or family
problems,.

Then he/she must call the company.
If a student cannot go to school, he/she must call the teacher.

If you cannot go to school, call

E4P Orientation



, MACHINE TOOL COURSES-AT WAVBONSEE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

*

Waubonsee Community College.has nine courses in Machine Tool Technology:

.Machine Tool Laboratory I Metallurgiand Heat Treatmerif*V

Machine Tool Labbratory II Strengths of Materials

Machine Todl LaboratOry III Metrology

. Manufacturing ProCesses Introduction to Npmerical Control

Die Design and Construction--

All students begin wtth Machine Tool .Laboratory I (one).
In Machine Tool LaboratOry I, stadents learn to use basic measuripg tools
in the machine shop and.to do basio machine tool operations with these

machine tools:

The horizontal bandsaw
The vertical bandsaw
The engine lathe'
The'horizontal mill
The vertical ell
The drill press
The radiO drill
The surface grinder < -4

.Students study the theory and pradIce of machine tools in the machine shop.

When a student finishes Machine Tool Laboratory I (one) he/she has basic

technical skills and experience to begin work as a machine operator,,to take

a better job in the company where he/she works, or to take more advanced

classes

After Machine Tool Laboratory I (one), many students take Machine Tool

Laboratory II (two).
Please ask the teacher If you want more information about the program and

, classes.

4
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Machine Shop Fundamentals

1

UNIT 1: introduction

LESSON 1: Machine Tool Teqhnológy

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will write what maChine tools make.

2. The student will write the reason why accurate sizes
of parts-are important.

3. ,The student will choose the correci order of steps that'
a machinist follows for a,machine operation.

4. The student will choose the reasons why a machinist must
know good math.

PROCEDURES: 1. Read the Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the Slide Show.
4. Do the Study Questions.
5. Do the Reyiew Questions.
6. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:
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INTRODUCTION .

Everyope wants a good job.
The UOted StatesThas many factories..
Many people work in factories. -

People need techqical skilis.and experience to get good jbbs in factories.
A person caA' 'get technical skills avd. experience in vocational training

courses and on the job!,

Everyone depends on machines fe transportation, food, homes, employment,
and much more.
Factories build machines.
Machinists are an important group of workers in factories. ,

A machinist uses industrial machines to make the metal parts for many dther

machines.

These industrial machines are called machine tools.
Machine toals make metal parts for new machines and other products.



With machine tools, a machinist makes parts to very accurate sizes.

Why?

Accurate sizes of parts are important because many different parts must fit
together to make a new machine.

I

Each part.must have accurate sizes.
If the sizes of one part are not accurate, the part will not fit with the
other parts.

3 16
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Most parts need several machine
operations.
To make a finished part,
usually several machinists
must do different operations,

i e

and py
tdols.

must use di ent

mache

Factories want to make-accurate
parin the.cheapest way
possible.

'The cheapest way is mass
production.
In masg production, one
machinist does the same
operation or operations on
many of the same parts.
Then, another machinist does
a different operation .on the

same parts.

When these parts are finished,
assembly line workers put
them together with other
finished parts.

110



WHAT IS A MACHINIST? "

,4-machinist works in the machine shop of a factory.
He/she uses machine tools to make metal parts for other machines.
There areman, different kinds of machine tools and machine operations.
Most machine tools are umplicated.
A machinist must have a lot of technical skills and shop experience.
A person must study machine tool, theory and math, and mutt work for several
years to be a skilled machinist.

A skilled machiniet makes good money. 40-

In the future, employment fer skilled machinists will be very good.
Factories will have more machine tools and the machine tools will be more
complicated than now.
Factories will need many skilled machinists to use the machine tools.

WHAT DOES A SKILLED MACHINIST DO?

A skilled machinist uses machine toolS to Make metal parts"for new
machines and other products.
How does a skilled machinist make metal parts for other machines?
For a machine operation, a skilled machinist usually follows these steps:

fA

MATEMAL

Coil Rolled Stogi
Oty Rigid C45010 Specaties Conk

Cady tiny Wls.

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED LEAOSCREW

Puttee Docrnsis ' Moles
t 1164 ± 005

PART N 1
4-1011

30443274

STEP. 1. The machinist reads the blueprint of the finished part.
The blueprint shows the shape and exact sizes of the finished part.
The blueprint also gives technical information about the finished
part and the operations.
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STEP 2. The machinist lays out the part.
To lay out a part, the maqinist markS the correct sizes on the part.

A

.

STEP 3. The machinist sets up the machine tool. ,i1

To set up the machine tool, the machinist gets the machine tool

ready for the operatiop.

A

cD
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STEP 4, The machinist runs the machine-tool to do the different operations.
To rig' a machine tool means to operate it.

t

,

) ::-..--
-

4

STEP 5. The maChinist measurei the part to check the sizes of the part.
He/she compares the sizes of the part to the exact sizes on the
blueprint.

The machinist measures the part often to check it.

-,
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MACHINE SHOP MATH

Math is very important for machinists.
--

)Why? 4

1. To read the blueprints.

2. TO 1;y out paTts.

.3. To measure parts and check sizes.

f

z

Machinistslyst know and understand fractions and,- cimal numbers.

'MACHINE SHOP THEORY

Machine shop theory is very important for machilnists.

Why?

1.. To make cOrrect set-ups;

2. To understaL the machine tooli, the cutters of the machine tools,

ud the me.Ols of the parts.

3. 'To run'th0 Nithine tools..

8
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Machine Shop Fundamentals

2

UNiT 2: Safety in, the MaChine Shop

4

LESSON 2: Safety Rules '

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student-will Chooae the correct Safety Rules
about clothing in the &chine shop:

. .

2. The student will choose the correct Safety Rules
about clean-up in the machine sHop.

3. The student will choose,fhe .correct Safety Rules

about accidents Wthe-Machine shop.4

4. The student will choose the correct Safety Rules
about fires irj the machine shop.

5. -The student will choose the correct Safety Rules
about safe things that the machinist must do in
'the machine shop.

6. The'student will choose the correct Safety Rules
about unsafe things that the machinist must not
do in the machine shop.

PROCEDURES: 1. Read4the Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the Slide Show.
4. Do the Study Questions.

' 5. Do the Review Questions.d 6. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:
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STOP AT I

LINE

.
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INTRODUCTION
,

Always I
Be
Careful

It \

Safety means to he careful.
Safety means not to have accidents. .

,
..

Companies design machine tools to be safe.
Factories try to protect the machinist from accidents.
Machine shops have safety rules and signs to protect the machinist
from accidents. , y

:

Machine shops have shop rules to protect the machinist from accidents.
,

Safety is very important in schools and .in factories.
Machine tools are very powerful, and they can be dangerous.
Accidents hurt People, break machine tools and parts, and cost money.1
People cense most accidents. ,

.\

A machinist must always follow safety rules, just llke a,driver must
follow traffic laws and safety rules on the road.

WRONG

WAY

(ANGE4)
SAFETY GLASSES

MUST BE WONN

IN THIS AREA

NC) U
TURN

.

71
t

7 \
STOP\ /

4

Machine tools and machines do not cause many accidents.
But machine tools and machines are not perfect.
Machine tools and machines can break and not work correctly.
Machine tools and machines cause some accidents.

FIRE
ALARM

V"



Sometimes a new machinist causes an accidert.because he/she does not
know how to use a machine tool or ather tools.
Knowledge of the safety rules and the correct ways to use the machine
tools and other tools is very important.
Lack of knowledge can cause an accident.
The machinist must know the safety ruleS and must follow the safety
rules.

The machinist must know how to use machine tools and other tools.

Sometimes, a skilled machinist causes an accident because he/she is
in a hurry.

The machinist in a hurry does not follow safety rules. .

The machinist in a hurry thinks that he/she can cheat on safety rules
and still be safe.__
He/she is very wrong.

When a machinist is in too much ofea flurry to be careful, he/she can
cause a bad accident.

,

Machines can't think, but people can think.
Students and machinists must think to use their knowledge and to follow
safety rules.

HIGH

VOLTAGE

SAFETY
FIRST

SHUT OFF
MACHINE

WHEN NOT IN USE

r
SMPOSITIVELY

NO

OKING

EXIT
Allime41(

An accident can hurt the machinist.
An accident can hurt other people.
An accident can break machine tools and parts.
An accident can waste time and money.

Always be careful.
Learn the safeti rules.
Follow the safety rules.
Ask questions if you are not sure of something.
Do not be in a hurry.
Think.

2.4"
3

FIRE UNE

KEEP CLEAR

KEEP HANDS

CLEAR



MACHINE SHOP SAFETY RULES

CLOTHING IN THE MACHINE SHOP

1.. Always wear your safety glasses.'

2. Roll up the sleeves on your shirt above yout4 elbows.

3. Take off your jewelry before you run a machine tool.

(Jewelry means: rings, watches, bracelets, necklaces, medals.)

4: Keep long dir away from moving maChine parts.

(Tie long liair back or wear a hair riet.)

CLEAN-UP IN THE MACHINE SHOP

1. Clean up oil on the floor.

2. Clean up your machine tools and work area before you leave the shop.

3. Put all tools in the correct place.

4. Keep the aisles clear between.the machine tools.

5. Put oily shop towels in the correct container.
(This container is a special mefal can.)

ACCIDENTS

1. Tell your teacher or foreman about all injuries from accidents.

' 2. Tell your teacher or foreman about all damage from accidents.

FIRtS'

1. Know where the fire alarms are in the shop.

2. Learn when and how to use the fire alarms.

3. Know where the fire extinguishers are in the shop.

4. Learn when and how to use the fire extinguishers.

5. Know where the fire exfts,are in the shop.

4



$A4 THINGS: THINGS YOU MUST DO

1. Learn how to operate a.machine tool before you start.

2. Always follow the instructions of your teacher Or foreman.

3. Tighten all machine parts and cutters before you start a machine
tool.

4. Keep your fingers away from moving Ogris of a madiline tool.

5. Shut off your machine tool before you walk away to work in a
different place.

6. Shut off your machine tool before you adjust or measure anything.

7. Shut off your machine tool before you clean it.

8. Tell'your teacher or foreman about broken machine tools,
measurement tools, or parts.

9. Ask for help to carry heavy things.
>' 6

. UNSAFE THINGS: THINGS YOU MUST. NOT DO

1. Oo not operate a machine tool before your teacher comes.

2. Do not operate a machine tool after you drink alcoholic bev4ages.
. A4* $

3. Do not operate a machine tool ifter you take strong me'dicine Or
drugs.

4. Do not bother other students or workers.

5. Do not fool aroubd near,the machine tools.

6. Do not waste time in the shop or on the4ob.

7. Do not touch another machinist's machine tool.
(Only one machinist operates onemachinedtool.)

8. Do not touch moving parts'of a machine tool.

9. Do not use your hands to stop moving parts of a machine tool.

10. Do not use your hands to brush metal chips off a machine tool.

5 2
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Machine S661, Fundamentals

3A

,

UNIT 3: Introduction to Machine Tools and Machine Operations

LESSON 3A: BaSic:Machine Tools

.OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will choose what the cutters of all machine
7 tools do.

REFERENCES1'

2.. The student will match the name of a machine tool to the
use of that machine tool.

3. The student will choose the correct name of the cut±er
of each techine tool.

1. Read the Objectives.
2. Read the,Lesson.
3. Watch the Slide Show.
4. Watch the teacher's Demonstration.
5. Do the Study Questtons.
6. Do the Review Questions.
7. Do the Self-Test.
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INTRODUCTION

A machinist uses industrial machines to make parts for many new machines
and prodUcts.

These industrial machines are called machine tools.
There are many different kinds of machine tools.
There are machine tools for metal parts, for plastic parts, and for
woodworking.
Machine Shop Fundamentals is about machine tools for metal parts.

With machine tools, a machinist makes parts to very accurate sizes.
Accurate sizes of parts are impartant because many different parts must fit
together to make a new machine or product.
Each part must have accurate sizes.

Each machine tool has a cutter.
.There are many different kinds of cutters.
Machinists use different kinds of cutters for different machine tools and
machine operations.
But all .cutters cut metal chips from the part.

In'this

L
sson, you will learn about these machine tools:

aTH ORIZONTAL BANDSAW

THE VERTICAL BANDSAW

THE ENGINE LATHE

,. THE HORIZONTAL MILL

THE VERTICAL MILL

t.

THEEDRILL PRESS ,

THE SURFACE GRINDER

2



Sometimes; a machinist does not make parts in mass production.
Sometimes, he/she must make a special part. .

He/she does all the machine operations on this part.
The machinist starts with stock. ,
Stock is large pieces of metal.
The machinist cuts off a piece of stock.
The piece of stock is a little bigger than the finished part.
Remember, the blueprint shows the shape and the exact slzes of the

finished part.

Now the piece of metal is sometimes called amworkpiece.
Most textbooks and charts call tt a workpiece.
Jn the shop and in Machine Shop Fundamentals, we call it a part.
The machinist does machine operations on,the part (workpiece) to make
the finished part

3



Vise

HORIZONTAL BANDSAW

Bandsaw blade

This is a HORIZONTAL BANDSAW.
The machinist uses a horizontal bandsaw to cut parts to -size.

The machinist saws parts to size on a horizontal bandsaw.

Bandsaw blade

, "
,/ / /

/

Part

The cutter of a horizontal bandsaw Cuts metal chips to cut a part to size.

The cutter of a horizontal bandsaw is called a BANDSAW BLADE.

The hdrizontal bandsaw revolyes the bandsdw blade.

4



Speed '

Adjustment

On/bff
Switch

VERTICAL BANDSAW

,

..

c:zzl
c=z)

t:-..)----.4--

czz:1

,

Bandsaw blade

This is a VERTICAL BANDSAW. ,

The bandsaw blade of the vertical bandsa is vertical. t

The band5aw blade of the horizontal bandsaw is horizontal.
The machinist tiles the vertiCal bandsaw like the horizontal bandsa#.
The vertical bandsaw revolves the bandsaw blade.
The machinist saws parts on the vertical.bandsaw.

,

Bandsaw blade

/
Part
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LATHE
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This is a LATHE.
The machinist uses a lathe to make round parts.

The machinist turns round parts on a lathe.

Many times in the machine shop, a round part means a cylindrical part.

a

\Tool bit

The cutter of a lathe cuts metal chips to make round parts.

The cutter of a lathe is called a TOOL BIT.

Tbe lathe revolves the part.

6



ON/OFF SWITCH

TABL

HORIZONTAL MILL

This is a HORIZONTAL MILL.
The machinist uses a horizontal mill to make flat, smooth surfaces on parts.
3he machinist also uses a horizontal mill to make slots in parts.
The machinist mills surfaces and slots in parts ova horizontal mill.

Milling cutter

The cutter of a horizontal mill cuts metal chips to make flat, saboth surfaces
on parts and to make slots in parts. .

The cutter of a horizontal mill isical)ed a MILLING CUTTER:

The horizontal mill revolves the milling,cutter.,

t

J



VERTICAL MILL

This is a VERTICAL MILL.
The spindle of the vertical mill is vertical.
The spindle of the horizontal mill is horizontal.

,The machinist uses the vertical mill like the horizontal mill.

The cuttet of a vertical mill is called a MILLING CUTTER.

The machinist mills parts on the vertical mill.

Is

8
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DRILL PRESS

This is a DRILL PRESS.
The machinist uses a drill press to make holes in parts.
The machinist drills holes'in parts on a drill press.

Metal
chips

0

Drill bit

4

The cutter of a drill press cuq metal chips
to make holes in parts..

The cutter of a drill press is called a

DRILL BIT. ,

The drill press revolves the drill bit.

9 . 0
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SURFACE-GRINDER.,

,

,

1

61/OFF
SWITtH

,

,

:

This is a SURFACE GRINDER.
The machinist:uses the surface grinder to make flat and very smooth surfaces

on parts. .

The machinist grinds flat and very smooth suefaces on parts on a surface

grinder.

,

4

The cutier of a surface grinder cuts very small metal chips from the part.

The cutter of a surface grinder is called a GRINDING WHEEL.

The surface grinder revolves the grinding wheel.

. tvl

A

I
. 10
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Each machine tool has a cutter.

SUMMARY

What do the cuttemiof all machine tools do?
,

.All cutters cut metal chips from parts.

_

0

f

or

MACHINE T001

,

CUTTER

Horizontal bandsaw Bandsaw blade

Vertical bandsaw

Engine:lathe

horizontal mill

Vertical mill,.

Drill press

Surface grinder

'Bandsaw'blade

Tool bit

Milling cutter
..., ,

.

Milling cutter

Drill bit

'Grinding wheel

i.

11

3

^
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UNIT 3: Introduction to Machine Tools and Machine Operations

LESSON 38: Basic Mchine Operations

,

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will match the naMe of a machine operation
, to a picture of that machine operation.

2. The Student will match the name of a madhine operation
to a description of that machine operation.

3: The student will choose the machine tool that the
machinist uses to do a machine operation.

7

PROCEDURES: 1. Read the Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the Slide Show.
4. Watch the teacher's Demonstration.
5. ,Do the Study Questions.

,

, 6. Do the Review Questions.
7. Do the Self-Test.

-14

.REFERENCES:

t.
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INTRODUCTION

A machinist uses machine tools.to make parts for many new machines and
products.
He/she does machine operations on a part to make the finished Oart.
A machine operation is the method (the way) to cut off metal chips from
a part to change the size and shape of the part.
Remember, the blueprint shows the shape and the exact,sizes of the
finished part.
The cutter of a machine tool cuts metal chips from a part.
A machinist,doe machine operations on varts with machine tools.

Most parts.need several machine operations.
To make finished parts, usually several machinists must do several
different machine operations, and they must use different machine tools.
This is mass production.
Machine operations change the size and shape of-a part according to
blueprtnt specifications.
MaChinists do machine operations on parts with machine tools.

There'are many different kinds of machine operationt."
In this unit, you kl learn about these 5 basic machine operations:

1. AWING
2. TURNING
3, MILLING
4. DRILLING
5. GRINDING

1. SAWING 'Cutting parts to size is a-machine operation.
Cutting part% to size with a bandsaw,blade is called SAWING.
SAWING is a machine operation.
The machinist does SAWING operations on the horizontal bandsaw
and the vertical bandsaw.

04
/1/W1/17171%/.

/

/

SAWING-

Bandsaw blade

,

f
Part



2. TURNING Making round parts isija machine eperation.

. Making round parts wifh a tool bit is called TURNING;
TURNING is a machine operation.
The machinist does TURNING operations on the lathe.
,Many times in the machine shop, a round paTt means-g.
cylindrical part.

TURNING

3, MILLING Making flat, smooth surfaces on parts is a machine operation.
Making slots in parts is a machine operation.
Making flat, smooth surfaces and slots with a milling cutter is'
called MILLING.
MILLING is a machine operation.
The machinist does MILLING operations on the horizontal mill
and the vertical mill.

MILLING

Milling cutter 4-

3
4"
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4. DRILLING' Making hofes is a,machine operation.,
Making holes in parts with a drill bit is called DRILLING.
DRILLING is a Machine operation.
The machinist usually does DRILLING operations on the drill press.

1:. The machinist also can lo DRILLING operations on the lathe and
the.vertical mill.

") DRILLING

5

C.

Metal
chips

-4-- Drill bit

4

5. GRINDING Making flat and very smooth Cirfaces on-parts is a machine

operation.
Makinj flat and very smooth surfaces on parts with a grinding
wheel is called GRINDING:
GRINDING is a machine operatfon.
The machinist -does GRINDING operations on the surface grinder.

SURFACE GRINDING

Grinding.wheel

4 4i



SUMMARY.

Cutting pats to size with a bandsaw blade is called SAWING.
Vaing round'parts with a tool bit is called TURNING.
Making flat, smooth surfaces on parts or slots in parts with a milling

cutter is called MILLING.
Making boles in parts with a drill bit is called DRILLING.
Making flat and very smooth surfaces on parts with a grinding wheel

is called GRINDING.

.AACHINE OPRATION

Sawing ,

Turning

Milling

Drilling

Grinding

MACHINE TOOL

HorizAtal bandsaw
Vertical bandsaw

Lathe

'Horizontal mill

Vertical mill

Drill press
Lathe
Vertical mill

Surface grinder

The machinist saws parts to size on a horizontal bandsaw and a vertical

bandsaw.
The machinist turns round parts on a lathe.
The machinist mills surfaces and slots in parts on a horizontal mill

and a vertical mill. C\,/
The machinist drills holes in parts ory A drill press, a lathe, and a vertical

mill.
The mdchinist grinds flat and very smooth surfaces on parts on the surfae
grinder.

These are the 5 basic machine operations.
In later lessons, you will learn more about each basic machine operation.
Also, you will learn how the machinist uses the machine tools to make parts.

VA"
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UNIT 3: Introduction to Machine Tools apd Ma'chine Operations

LESSON 3C: Revolutions Per Minute, Depth of Cut, and Feed

1/
OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will write the Tfactors a machinist must

understand to set up machine tools and to do machine
operations.

2. Tile student will match the steps to do a machine
on the horizontal mill to the pictures of those steps.

3. The student will match the steps to do a machine operation
on the lathe to the pictures of those steps.

PROCEDURES: 1. 'Read the Objectives.
2. Read the Letson.
3. Watch the Slide Show.
4. Watch the teacher's Demonstration. ,

5. Do the Study Questions.
6. Do the Review Questions.
7. Do the Self-Test,

REFERENCES:.
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INTRODUCTION

A machinist uses machine tools to make parts for many new machines and products.
In Lesson aA, you learned about these machine tools and their cutters:

MACHINE TOOL CUTTER

VORIZONTAL BANDSAW BANDSAW.BLADE

VERTICAL BANDSAW BANDSAW BLADE

ENGINE LATHE TOOLAIT

SHORIZONTAL MILL . MILLING 1-4

VERTICAL MILL MILLING CUTT:%

DRILL PRESS DRILL BIT

SURFACE GRINDER GRINDING WHEEL

With.machine tools, a machinist makes parts ta very accurate sizes.,
Accurate sizes of parts are importapt because many different parts must.fit
tOgether to make a.new machine or product.
Each part must have accurate sizes.

A machinist does machine operations on a part to make the finished part.
A machine operation is the method (the-way) to cut off metal chips from
a part to change the size and shape of the part.
The cutter of a machine tool cuts metal chips from a part.

Machine operations change the size and shape of a part according to blueprint
specifications.
Machinists do machine operations on parts with machine tools.

In Lesson 3B, you learned aboutthese basic machine operations:

SAWLNG
TURNING
MILLING
DRILLING
GRINDING

To set up mackine tools and to do machine operations In parts, a machinist must
understand these factors:

1. REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE (RPM)
2. DEPTH OF CUT
3. FEED

A machinist uses his/her knowledge and experience to set the correct
revolutions per minute (RPM), depth of cut, and feed on a machine tool.

2
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REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE (RPM)

Most machine tools have a SPINDLE.
An electric motor and gears inside the machine tool revolve the spindle.
When the electric motor and gears revolve the spindle one time, this is 1
revolution.
75 revolutions of the spindle in one minute are 75 revolutions per minute (RPM).
The abbreviation for revolutions per minute is RPM.

On some machine tools, like the horizontal mill, the spindle revolves the cutter.
On these machine too)s, when the spindle makes 1 revolution, the cutter also
makes 1 revolution.

EXAMPLE A

400

REVOLUTIONS
PER
MINUTES

In EXAMPLE A, the spindle of the horizontal mill revolves the milling cutter.
On the horizontal mill, 123 RPM means the milling cutter makes 123 revolutions
in one minute.

On some machine tools, like the lathe, the spindle revolves the part.
On these machine tools, when the spindle makes 1 revolution, the part also

makes 1 revolution.

EXAMPLE B

In EXAMPLE B, the spindle of the lathe revolves the part.
On the lathe, 300 RPM means the part makes 300 revolutions in one minute.

The machinist must set the correct RPM of the spindle to set up machine tools
and to do machine operations.
The machinist uses his/her knowledge and experience to.set the correct,RPM
on a machine tool to do a machine operation.



DEPTH OF CUT

cThe cutter' of a machine-tool cuts metal chips from a part.
The amount of metal that a cutter cuts from a part is called the DEPTH OF cur.
Most of the time, the machinist measures the depth of cut in thousandths (.001,

.002, 4)03, ..:) of an inch.

On the horizontal mill, the milling cutter cuts metal chips from the part.

EXAMPLE C

ing cuttar..

Part
sr

DEPTH OF CUT

f
4,

In EXAMPLE C, the depth of cut is the amount of metal the milling cutter cuts

from the part.
A depth of cut of .030" on the horizontal mill cuts .030" of metal from the part.

On thelathe, the tool bit cuts metal chips from the part.

EXAMPLE D

DEPTH OF CUT

f
,..

In EXAMPLE 0, the depth of cut is the amount of metal the tool bit cuts from

one side of the part.
A depth of cut of .010" on the lathe cuts .010" of-metal from one s'ide of the part.

The machinist must set the correct depth of cut to set up machine tools and to

do ffachine operations.
The machinist uses hts/her knowledge and experience to set the correct depth

of cut on a machine tool to do a machine operation.

4 4 6



FEED

..

d

On some machine tools, like the horizontal mill, the machinist feeds (ihms)
the part into the cutter.

-

On these machine tools, moving the part into the cutter is called FEED.

EXAMPLE E

In EXAMPLE E, the. machinist-feeds the part-into the miljing cutter on the

. horizontal mill.

4 All
10, On some machine tools, like the lathe, the machinist feeds (moves) the cutter

into the-nart. .

On these machine tools, moving the cutter into the part is called FEED.

EXAMPLE F

I ..

In EXAMPLE F, the machinist feeds the tool bit into the part on the lathe.

,

On the horizontal mill, the machinist uses his/her knowledge and experiencg

411

to feed the part into the milling cutter.

On,the lathe, the machinist uses his/her knowledge and experience to feed

the tool bit into-the part.

1 5
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. RPM, DEPTH OF CUT, AND FEED

To do a machine Ope ation on the horizontal mill, a machinist usually follows
these steps:

STEP 1. Set the correct RPM of the sp,indle and tfie milling cutter.
STEP 2. Set the correct DEPTH OF CUT.
STEP 3. FEED the part into,the milling cutter.

STEP 1. Set the correct RPM of the spindle and miiling cutter.

Milling cutter

STEP 2. -Set.the correct DEPTH OF CUT.
f'

Wiling cutter

STEP 3. FEED the part into the milling cutter.

RPM

DEPT1-1 OF CUT

6 48
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To do a machine operation on the lathe, a machinist usually follOws these
steps:

STEP 1. Set the corfect RPM of the spindle-and the part.
STEP 2. Set the correct DEPTH OF CUT.

. STEP 3. FEED the tool bit into the part.

STEP 1. Set the correct RPM of the spindle and the part.

STEP 2. Set the correct DEPTH OF CUT.

Part
DEPTHCrCUT.

STEP 3. FEED tile tool bit into the part.

7
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SUMMARY

..,

To set up machine tools and to do machine operations on parts, a machinist
,

must understand these factors:

1. REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE (6M)

2. DEPTH OF CUT

3. FEED

A machinist uses his/her knowledge and experience to set the correct

revolutions per minute (RPM), depth of cut, and feed on a machine tool.

Revolutions per minute

Most machine tools have a spindle.
An electric motor and gears inside the machine tool revolve the spindle. .

A machinist measures the speed of the spindle in REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE (RPM).-

The abbreviation for revolutions per minute is RPM.

On some machine tools, like the horizontal mill, the spindle revolves the cutter.

On these machine tools, when the spindle makes 1 revolution, the cutter also

makes 1 revolution.
For example, on the horizontal mill, 150 RPM melps the milling cutter makes 150

revolutions in one minute.

On some machine'tools, like the lathe, the spindle revolves the part.

On these machine tools, when the spindle makes 1 revolution, the part also

makes 1 revolution.
For example, on the lathe, 80 RPM means the part makes 80 revolutions in

one minute. .

Depth of cut

The cutter of a maéhine tool cuts metal chips from a part.

The amount of metal that a cutter cuts from a part is called the DEPTH OF CUT.

Most of the time, the machinist measures the depth of cut in thousandths

(.001, .002, .603, ...),of an ikh.

Feed
1

Op some machine tools, like the horizontal mill, the machinist feed% (moves)

the part into the cutter. .
.

On these machine tools, moving the part into the cutter is called FEED.

On the horizontal mill, the machinist feeds the part into the milling cutter.

On some machine tools, like the lathe, the machinist feeds (moves) the cutter

into the part.
On these machine tools, moving the cutter into the part is called FEED.

On the lathe, the machinist feeds the tool, bit into the part.

8
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Machine Shop Fundamental's
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UNIT 4: Measurement

LESSON'4A: Introduction to Measurement

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will write the correct definition of measurement.

2. The student will write the reason why a machinist.must, make

accurate measurements.

-3. The student will choose the correct definition of the degree

of accuracy.

4. The student will write the 2 main kinds of accuracy in the

machine shop.

5. The student will choose the correct definition of
semiprecision measurement.

6. The student will choose the smallest fraction of an inch on
semiprectsion measurement tools.

7. The student will write the correct fraction of an inch on
a picture of a rule.

8. The student will choose the correct definition of precision

measurement.

9. The student will choose the smallest decimal part op most

precision measurement tools.
IF

PROCEDURES:' 1. Read the Objectives.
2. Riad the Lesson.

3. Watch the Slide Show.
44.(1 Do the Study Questions,

5. Do the Worksheets.
6. Do the Revtew Questions.
7. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:



INTRODUCTION

What is measurement?

Finding the sizes of a part is called measutement.

The-machinist measures a part to find the sizes of the part.
He/she uses MEASUREMENT TOOLS to measure parts.
Some textbooks call them measurement instruments or measurement devices.

rs

A machinist uses machine tools to make parts.
The machinist must make accurate parts.
Accurate parti fit together with-other parts.
Inaccurate parts do not fit together with other parts.
Inaccurate parts are called SCRAP.

, Why must a machinist make accurate measurements?

A machinist must make accurate measurements to make accurate parts.

A machinist measures parts (technical meaning) in inches and parts
(general meaning) of in inch.

Remember, a part (technical meaning) is the piece of material on which
the machinist does varfous machine operations.
A part (general meaning) is a segment or portion of a whole thing,

for example, a segment or portion of ap inch.

A machinist uses fractions and decimal numbers to measure parts.

ACCURACY

Machines are not perfect.
Measurement tools are not perfect.
A machinist cannot make a perfect measurement on every part._

All parts need accurate measurements.
-But some parts need very accurate measurements.

There are degrees of accuracy.
'A measurement cap be accurate even when it is not perfect.



flaaccurate meas rement can be a little larger.than the perfect
measurement.
An accurate measurement can be a little smaller than the perfect
measurement.

The degree of accur cy is the amount an accurate measurement can be
larger or smaller t an the perfect measurement.

In the machine shop there are 2 main kinds of accuracy:

1. qemipre ision accuracy
2. Precisio accuracy

For semiprecision accu cy, the machinist uses SEMIPRECISIOg MEASUREMENT
and SEMIPRECISION MEASU EMENT TOOLS.

For precision accuracy, the machinist uses PRECUION MEASUREMENT and
PRECISION MEASUREMENT TO LS.

EMIPRECISION MEASUREMENT

Semiprecision measuremen is accurate to within 1 of an inch larger
64

than the perfect measure ent, or 1 of an inch smaller than the perfect
64

measurement.

The machinist writes + Il
' to show 1 of an) inch larger than the perfect 9

64

measurement.

The machinist writes -.1_1" to show 1 of an inch smaller than the perfect
164 64

measurement.

3
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ksemiprecision measurement can be + 1" or - 1" and still be.atcurate.

64 64

In semiprecision measurement, the machinist measures parts in inches and

fractions of an inch.
In the machine shop, the machinist reads these fractions of an inch:

Halves 1 , 2 2 = 1 inch
2 2

,

Fourths or 1 , ...., 3 , 4 4 = 1.inch
Quarters 4 4 4 4

Eighths. 1 , , 7 , 8 8 = 1 inch
8 8 8 8

Sixteenths 1 15 , l'6 16 = 1 inch
16 16 16 16

Thirty-seconds 1 , $ 31 , 32 32 . 1. inch-

37 32

Sixty-fourths 1 ,

--6-4--

., 63 , 64 .,, 64 .
1 inch

-. .

64 64 64

In semiprecision measurement, 1 'of an inch is the smallest fraction on

64 . .

the semiprecision measurement tools. .4.

4
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N
Semiprecision measurement tools divide an inch into halves, fourths,
eighths, sixteenths, thirty-seconds, and sixty-fourths.

Halves

1/2

Fourths or
Quarters

1/4

2/4

3/4

5

EkilfthS

1/8

1/16

2/16

16

2/8 4/16

5/16
6/16

7/16

!cm 16 8/16

9/16

5/8, 10/16

11/16

3/8

6/8 -- 12/16

7/8

13/16

A-A(/16

1/16



. Reading Sixteeryths

"

AA

1: 16/16 = 1

15/16

14/16 = 7/8

13/16

12/16 = 6/8 = 3/4

11/16

10/16 = 5/8

9/16

8/16 =4/8 = 2/4 = 1/2

7/16

6/16 =3/8

5/16

4/16 =2/8 = 1/4

3/16

2/16 =1/8

1/16

0

6



Reading Thirty-seconds

32
12 16 20 . 24 28

Reading $ixiy-fourths

I

16 24 32 40 48 56

I[IIIIIiI 1111111 1 I i I ill
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PRECISION MEASUREMENT

Precision measurement is accurate to within .001 of an inch or smaller.

Remember, .001 = 1

TOT

The precision measurement qan
perfect measurement, or ...001

measurement.
The machinist writes + .001"

perfect measurement.
The machinist writes - .001"
the Oerfect measurement.

be .001 of an inchlarger than the
of an inch smaller than the perfect

to show .001 of an inch Targer than ,the

to show .001 of an inch smaller than

-m717,7747

A precision measurement can be 4. .00V'or - .001" and still be accurate.

In precision measurement, the machinist measures parts
decimal _parts of an inch.

-In the machine shop, the machinist reads these decimal

.001, .002, .003, ... , .999, 1.000

1.000" = 1 inch

in inches and

parts:

In precision measurement, .001 of an inch is the smallest decimal pari

on most precision measurement tools.
On some precision measurement tools .0001 of an inch is the sma4Zest

decimal part.
Remember, .0001 = 1

10000

Precision measurement tools divide an inch into thousandths (.001, .002,

or ten-thousandths (.0001, .0002, ...).

t-



SUMMARY

All parts need accurate measurement.
But some parts need very accurate measurements.

In the machine shop, there are 2 main kinds of accuracy:

1. Semiprecision accuracy
2. Precision accuracy

For semiprecision accuracy, the machinist uses semiprecision measurement
and semiprecision sneasurement tools.
For precision accuracy the machinist uses precision measurement and
precision measurement tools.

Semiprecision measuredent is accurate to within + 1" or 1"

64 64

Precision'measurement is accurate to within + .001" or - .001"

To compare, 1" is a little more than :015"
64

1 = .0156
64.F.

A

Precision measurement measures smaller parts of an inch than semiprecision
measurement measures.
Precision measurement has a higher degree of accuracy than semiprecision
measurement has.
In other words, precision measurement is more accurate than semiprecision
measurement is.

The blueprint tells the machinist to use semiprecision measurement or
to use precision measurement to measure the sizes of a part.

in the next lessons, you will learn how to use semiprecision measurement
tdols and precillon measurement tools.
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UNIT.4: Measurement

LESSON 48: Semiprecision Measurement

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will write the correct definition of
temiprecision measurement.

2. The student will match the name of a semiprecision
measurement tool to a picture of that measurement tool.

3. The student will match the name of a semiprecision
measurement tool to a description of that measurement tool.

4. The 'student will choose the correct rules for the care of
measurement tools.

PROCEDURES: 1. Read the Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the Slide Show.
4. Watch the teacher's Demonstration.
5. Do the Study Questions.
6; Do the Worksheets.
7. Do the Revtew Questions.

8. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:
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INTRODUCTION

For semiprecision accuracy, the machinist usestsemiprecision measurement
and semiprecision measurement tools.

What is semiprecision measurement?

SEMIPRECISION MEASUREMENT is the measurement of parts to within 1 of

an inch. 64

Semiprecision measurement is accurate to + 1 or - 1 of an inch.

64 64

The machinist uses semiprecision measurement tools to measure these fractions:

halves, fourths, eighths, sixteenths, thirty-seconds, and sixty-fourths.

SEMIPRECISION'MEASUREMENT TOOLS .

The machinist uses semiprecision measurement tools to make semiprecision

measurements.

In this unit, you will learn to measure parts4with these semiprecision

measurement ,00ls:

1. The 6" rule 6. The.outside caliper

2. The hook rule 7. The tape rule

3. The depth rule 8. The short-length rule and holder

4. The combination square 9. The bevel protractor

5. the inside caliper

1. THE 6" RULE

V

The most common semiprecision measurement tool is the 6" RULE.

-The machinist reads measurements on the 6'4 rule.

III III

1

2

642
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2. THE HOOK RULE. ..;'

The machinist also'uses the HOOK RULE to measure parts.
He/she reads the hook rule like a 6" rule.

4,.

3. THE DEPTH RULE

ct

The machinist uses the DEPTH RULE to measure the depth of slots in parts

and the depth of blind holes.
A blind hole does not go all the way through a part.
The machinist reads the depth rule like a 6" rule.

63
3

)
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4. THE 1COMBINATION SQUARE

The machinist uses the COMBINATION SQUARE like a rule or a depth
rule to measure parts.
He/she reads the cdmbination square like a 6" rule.

"17
lc

11,61,111,1,1.111101111111,
51 6 71 61 91 tio ,

5. THE INSIDE CALIPER

Sometimes the machinist must measure the inside diameter of a bole in
a.part, but he/she cannot use only a 6" rule.
Then, he uses an TNSIDE CALIPER and.a 6" rule.

First, the machinist adjusts the inside caliper to the inside diameter of
, the hole in the part.
Next, he/she holds the inside caliper against a 6" rule.
Then, he/she reads the measurement on the 6" rule.

4



6. THE OUTSIDE CALIPER

Sometimes the machinist must_measure the outside diameter of a part,
but he/she cannot use only a 6" rule.
Then, he/she uses an OUTSIDE CALIPER and a 6" rule.

First, the machinist adjusts the outside caliper to the outside diameter

of the part.
Next, he/she holds. the outside caliper agaifist the 6" rule.
Then, he/she reads the measurement on the 6" rule.

7. THE TAPE RULE

The machinist uses the TAPE RULE to measure long pieces of stock.

A tape rule is accurate to + 1" or - 1"

16 16

/a/0/ /';'/,/
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8. THE SHORT-LENGTH RULE and THE HOLDER .

Sometimes the machinist must measure a small dimension (size) on a

part, but he/she cannot use a 6" rule because the 6" rule is too

big.
Then he/she uses a SHORT-LENGTH RULE and HOLDER.
The holder holds the short-length rule.

9. THE BEVEL PROTRACTOR

The machinist uses the BEVEL PROTRACTOR to measure angles on parts.

An angle on part is called a bevel.
A machinist measures angles ih degrees.

WITITIHNTIMNWV1""PrIWOHITI1
9 '

i 1 1 2 i 3 i 4 )

thhh111,111( thiddiltlill dildili hldiuhlildtlildi 11'114
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r\CARE OF MEASUREMENT TOOLS

These rules will help you make accurate measurements and accurate parts
without damage to measurement tools.

Employers will want you to use measurement tools carefully and correctly.

GENERAL RULES

1. Do not drop measurement tools.

2. Do not carry measurement tools with other,tools.
You will drop or scratch the measurement tools.

4,

3. Do not put measurement tools in a pile of .Ools.

4. Do not try to measure moving parts.

5. Do not remove rust or stains on measurement tools with abrasive cloth.

6. Wipe off measurement tools and then put the measurement tools away.

7 6
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CARE OF MEAS EMENT TOOLS

These rules will help you make accurate measurements and acairate parts
without damage to measurement tools.

4

Employers will want you'to use measurement toofs_carefully and correctly.

GENERAL RULES

1. Do not.drop measurement tools.

2. Do not.carry measurement tools with other tools.
You will drop or scratch,the measurement tools.

3. Do not put measurement tools in a pile of tools.

4. Do not try to measure moving parts.

5. Do not remove rust or stains on measurement tools with abrasfve cloth.

6. Wipe off Measurement tools and then put the measurement tools away.

7
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2. THE INSIDE MICROMETER
-

Extfonsion

The machinist uses the inside micrometer tO measure inside dimensions of parts.
He/she measures the.insfae diaMeter of a hole and the width of a slot.
He/she reads the measurements on the inside micrometer.

The machinist.uses this inside microMeter tomeasUre inside dimensions from
1.000" to 2.000"

HeLsile uses a 1:000" extension, 2.000" extensiOn, 3.90" extension, etc., tor
meastire larger inside dimensfons.

a

3. THE DEPTH MICROMETER

0-

-1.000*Extension

The machinist uses the depth micrometer like a depth rule to measure dimensioni:
He/she measures.the depth of a slot in a part and the depth of a blind hole
in a partA

He/she reads the measurements on the depth micrometer.

He/she Usea:this depth mi'trometer to measure diiensions' irom 0.00.Q"to 1.000"
He/she:-utes a 1.000" extension, 2.000" extension,,34100" extension,-etc., to
measure larger dimensions.

3

.:1
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PARTS OF THE MICROMETER

,

The machinist measures parts between the ANVIL and the SPINDLE.
He/she must keep the anvil and spindle very clean to make accurate measurements.

He/she reads 2 measurements on the SLEEVE.
a. He/she reads .100", .200", .300", ..., .900" on the sleeve.

b. He/she also reads .025", .050", and .075" on the sleeve.

He/she reads 1 measurement on the THIMBLE.
c. He/she reads .001" to .024" on the thimble.

The FRAME holds the,anvil, spindle, sleeve, and thimble.
N.

-.

READING THE OUTSIDE AND INSIDE MICROMETERS
,

i

The machinist reads thousandths of an ifich (.001") on the outside micrometer

and inside microMeter. ,....---- .._

When the machinist reads a micrometer, he/she can think that 1.000" equals

1000 pennies. 1 penny = .001"
He/she counts the pennies jn 3 ways.
He/she reads the thousandths (.001") on a micrometer in 3 ways.

The machinist counts the lines on the thimble as 1 to 24 pennies.

He/ihe reads the lines on the thimble as .001" to .024"

4 ...,

It)

o ,



The .m$chinist counts each small line without a number on the sleeve as 25

pennies.
He/she reads each small line without a number on the sleeve as .025"

.200'

The machinist counts each line with a number (1 to 9) on the sleeve as 100

pennies.
He/she reads each line with a number (1 to 9) on the sleeve as .100"

Last, the machinist adds the pennies.
Last, the machinist adds the thousandths of an inch (.001")

You will study the steps to read the outside micrometer and inside micrometer
in the next pages.

5



Orr

Center Lbs.

0.000'

7

5

0 -4-- .000 Thimble

This micrometer reading is.0.000"
The edge of the thimble is on the-0.000" line of the sleeve.
The .000" line on the thimble lines up with the center line on t sleeve.

Center Line

This micrometer reading is .020"
The,edge of the thimble is not.on the 0.000" line of the sleeye.
The 'Aar line on the thimble lines up with the center line on the sleeve.

6 7



This micrometer reading is .025"
The edge of the thimble is. on the .025" line on the sleeve.
The machinist cannot see all of the .025" line on the sleeve.
But, he/she can see the micrometer reading is not 0.000"
The .000" line on the thimble lines up with the center line on the sleeve.
The micrometer reading must be .025"

.025" .050'

This micrometer reading is .050"
:Me edge of the thimble is on the .050" line on the sleeve.
The machinist cannot see all of the .050" line on the sleeve.
But, he/she can see the micrometer reading is not .025"
The'.000" line on the thimble lines up with the center line on the sleeve.
The micrometer reading must be .050"

7



Center Line.

0.000 .025'

.050' .075'

This micrometer reading is .075"
The edge of'the thimble is on the .075" line on the sleeve.
The machinist cannot see all of the .075" line on the sleeve.
But, he/she can see the Micrometer reading is not .050"
The .000" line on the thimble lines up-with the center line on the sleeve.
The piicrometer reading mustbe .075"

Center Line

-- .100'

This micrometer reading is .10011

The edge of the thimble is on the .1Q0" line on the sleeve.
The machinist cannot see all of the 000" line on the sleeve.
The .000" line on the thimble lines up with the center line on the sleeve.
The reading must be .100"

444

8.
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The machinist always starts at 0.000" or the left side of the sleeve.
He/she reads the outside micrometer and the inside micrometer from left to
right (from-the sleeve to the thimble).

STEP 1. Read the .100", .200", .300, ..., .900" line on the sleeve.

STEP 2. Read the .025/ .050", or 075" line on the sleeve.

STEP 3. Read the .001", .002", .003", ..., .024" line on the thimble.

STEP 4. Add the readings from Step 1, Step 2, and Step 3.
This is the dimension of the part.

EXAMPLE 8 Step 1 .200
Step 2 .050

7 Step 3-4.-4-.015
Step 4 .265

9



EXAMPLE D

...
4 5 6 7 8 9

I I I I I I I I I I I

1.

Look on page 11 for the correct readings.

7
10

0

20

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3
STEP 4

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3
STEP 4

STEP 1

STEP 2
STEP 3
TEP 4

STEP 1

STEP 2
STEP 3
STEP 4

STEP 1

STEP 2
STEP 3
STEP 4
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Machine Shop Fundamentals

4C

UNiT 4: Measurement

LESSON 4C: Precision Measurement with Micrometers

OBJECTIVES:' 1 The student will write the correct definition of precision
measurement.

2. The student will match the outside micrometer, the inside
micrometer, and the depth micrometer to a description of
that measurement tool.

3. The student will match the names of the parts of a micrometer
to a picture of a micrometer.

4. The student will write the steps to read a micrometer.

5. The student will write the correct micrometer reading from
a picture of a micrometer reading.

6. The student will choose the,correct rules for the care of
micrometers.

PROCEDURES: 1. Read the Objectives.
2. Read.the Lesson.
3. Watch the Slide Show.
4. Watch the teacher's Demonstration.
5. Do the Study Questions.
6. Do the Worksheets.
7. Do the Review Questions.
8. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:



INTRODUCTION

For precision accuracy,.the machinist uses precision measurement and
precision measurement tools.

What is precision measurement?

PRECISION MEASUREMENT is the measurement of parts to within .001 of an inch

or smaller. .

The'Machinist,uses preciiion measurement tools to measure thousandths (.001,
.002, .003, ...) of an inch and tenthousandths (.00011 .0002, .0003, ...)
of an inch.

MICROMETERS

The machinist uses precision measurement tools to make precision measurements.
In Lesson 4C;you will learn to measure parts with these precision measurement
tools:

1. The outside micrometer
2. The inside micrometer
3. The depth micrometer

There are many kinds and sizes of micrometers.

1. THE OUTSIDE MICROMETER

The machinist uses the outside micrometer to measure the outside dimensions

of parts.
On roUnd (cylindrical) parts, he/she measures the diameter and length.

On other parts, he/she measures.the length, width, and thickness.
He/she reads measurements on the outside.micrometer.

1

The machinist uses this 1" outside micrometer to measure dimensions from

0:000" to 1.000"
He/she uses a 2" outside micrometer to measure dimensions from 1.000" to 2.000"

He/she uses a 3" outside micrometer to,measure dimensions from 2.000" to 3.000"
401.

There are many other sizes of outse.micrometers:

70,
2



EXAMPLE C. EXAMPLE D.

.300 .700

.075 .050

.010 .008

.385" .758"

EXAMPLE E. EXAMPLE F. EXAMPLE G.

.900

.075

.017

.992"

THE SLEEVE OF THE OUTSIDE MICROMETER AND THE INSIDE MICROMETER

2 9

lilt

.500 .400

.025 .000

.002 .022

.527" .422"

^

(woo 200' 375 500' .625' .850' 1 000'

THE SLEEVE OF THE DEPTH MICROMETER

9

I

15

15

1 ow ow 825* socr 375 ' 200

- Carefully study this page.
- Look at the difference between the sleeve of-the outside and inside micr;ometer and the sleeve of the depth

micrometer.
- Look at the difference between the thimble of the outside and inside micrometer and the thimble of the depth

micrometer.

73 11
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A READING THE DEPTH MICROMETER'

The machinist reads thousandths of an inch (:001") on the depth micrometer. 111

.300" .200.100" .050'
0.000'

20 .019'
.021'

-0 .

4-- .022'.0-- .023'
I I I I F III El I I I I

04-- .001'
.002'
.003'
.004'

.075 .025'

The machinist reads .100", .200", .300", ... .900" on the sleeve.
He/she also reads .025", .050", and .075" on the sleeve..
He/she reads..001", :002", .003", ..., .024" on the thimble.

.7 oo'

o 9 8

I :

&Mt--

-.our

.025.

.60o

The machinist reads lines on the sjeeve that he/she cannot see.
These lines are Under the thimble..
He/she uses th6\1ines on the sleeve that he/she can see to read the'lines
on the sleeve that he/she cannot see.
-In this example, he/she can see°the .700" line on the sleeve:
ke/she knows that the .600" line i under the thimble.
He/she can also .seeit, .050" line on the sleeve.-
He/she knows that the .025" line is under.the thimble.

He/she r
Then, he/s

.

((
the line on the thimble.
idds the readings.

5

.500
025

+ 010
.635'

se-



EXAMPLE H

Stir 1-0- .500
Step 2-0- .025

`4144Step 3-0- .015

Step 4 .540"

START
HERE

The machinist always starts 4t 0.000"

STEP 1. Read the ;100", .200", .300", ..., .900" line on the ,sleeve..

STEP 2. Read the .025", .050, , or V.075". line on, the iiee ve .

'STO 3. Read the,,..001", ,.002", ..., .024" .y.ne on the thimble. \

,STEP 4. Add the readings from STEP 1, STEP 2, and STEP 3.
This is the, dimension of the part..

-1144,"

EXAMPLE I

'. Step 1-0.-- .500
Step 2-0- .025

Step 3-0-- .020
Step 4 .545'

20

:

1 3 4'



EXAMPLE

, EXAMPLE

0 9 8

11111111111T

'
111111111111i

15

7=-7

EXAMPLE N 20 'f
0 8, 7 16

1111111111/111111 -
Look op. page 15 for the correct readings.

14

f

63 .

STEP 1
STEP 2
STEP 3
STEP 4

STEP 1
STEP 2
STEP 3
STEP 4

STEP 1
STEP 2

STEP 3
STEP. 4

STEP 1
STEP-- 4,
STEP 3
,STEP 4

STEP 1
STEP 2
STEP 3
STEP 4



EXAMPLE J EXAMPLE M
.700

.050 .000

.010 .013

.660" .713"

EXAMPLE K -1EXAMPLE N
.300 .500
.025 .025
..016 .000

.341"

EXAMPLE L
.100

.075

.008

.183"

CARE OF MEASUREMENT TOOLS

These rules will help you make,accurate measurements and accurate parts
without damage to measurement tools.

Employers will want you.to use measurement tools carefully and correctly.

GENERAL RULES

1. Do not drop measurement tools.

2. Do not carry measurement tools with other tools.
You will drop or scratch the measurement tools.

3. Do not put measurement tools in a pile of tools.

4. . bo-not try to measure moving parts.

5. Do not remove rust 'or stains with abrasive cloth.

.v

9

6. Wipe off'theasUrement tools and then put the measurement tools away.

CARE OF MICROMETERS

1. Do not force.the spindle against the part.

2. "Do,not use, Or hoses to clean a micrometer.

L

..

Do not put a micrometer on ainachine tool.
Chips t.will get in the micrometer.

.

1.5

\
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Machine Shop Fundamentals

UNIT 4: Measurement

LESSON AD: Precision Measurement with Vernier Calipers and Vernier Height
Gages.

OBJECTIVES: 1.

)

The student will write the correct definition of preCision
measurement.

2. The student will match.the names of the parts of a vernier
caliper to the picture 'of a vernier caliper.

3: The student will write the steps to read a vernier caliper.

4. The student will write the correct vernier caliper reading
from a picture of a vernier caliper reading.

5. The student will write the 3 ways a machinist can use a
vernier 'height gage.

6. The student will.choose the correct rules for the care of a
vernier caliper and a vernier height gage.

PROCEDURES: 1. Read the Objectives.
, 2. Read the Lesson.

3. Watch the Slide Show.
4. Watch the teacher's Demonstration.
5. Do the Study "Questions.

6. Do the Kgrksheets.
7. Do the Review 'Questions.

q. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:,

gt-
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INTRODUCTION

For precision accuracy, the machinist uses precision measurement and
precision measurement tools.

What is precision measurement?

PRECISION MEASUREMENT is the measurement of pr&s to within .001 of an
inch or smaller.

The machinist uses precision measurement tools to measure thousandths (.001,
.002,-.003, ...,) of an inch and ten-thousandths (.0001, .0002, .0003, ...)
of an inch.

VERNIER CALIPERS

The machinist uses precision measurement tools to make precision measurements.
He/she measures,parts with precision measurement tools.
In this unit, you will learn to measure parts with these precision measurement
tools:

1. 'The vernier caliper
2. The vernier height gage

There are different kinds and sizes of vernier calipers and vernier height
. gages:

1. THE VERNIER CALIPER

TO 1

' 21446'01 ' 2344070,11 23446 704
ariii01;4141141111101g44110iclulkiiii4044ktiMskOtAi

12

4

The machinist uses the vernier caliper to measure outside dimensions and

inside dimensions of parts.
jie/she reads the measurements on the vernier caliper.

The machinist uses this vernier caliper to measure dimensions of parts from

-0.000" to,13.000"

2
EX°
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PARTS OF THE VERNIER CALIPER

9 ,l)4567#90 23451749 2345009
iiiiikikiekiii6iMkir:041664401341

The machinist measures the outside dimensions and inside dimensions of parts
with the JAWS of the vernier caliper.

He/she adjusts the jaws of the vernier caliper with the ADJUSTMENT NUT.
-He/she reads 3 measurements on the BEAM.

a, He/she reads 1.000", 2.000", 3.000", ... on the beam.
b. He/she reads .100" to .900" on the beam.
c. He/she reads .025", .050", or .075" on the beam.

He/she reads 1 measurement on the VERNIER PLATE.
d. He/she reads .001" to .024" on the vernier plate.

READING THE VERNIER CALIPER

.004.
.003.

.002'

.001.

.000"4-1]

.009. .014-- .019. .024--

.008' .013. .018.

oor .012- .c.,1 1 r .022'

.006 I oii I .016 I .021'

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 5 10/ 15 20 25

1 .in.

Verde( plate .

The machinist reads eaoh line on the vernier plate as . 01"

He/she reads .001" to .024" on the vernier plate.

3
d.
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.075' -
.050' -

.025' -

o

i

.150'

I II

..

. Beam

_
.225' .375' .425' .575' .650'

2 3 4 5 6 7

1 .1 11[11 1111111 11111

The machinist reads each line without a number on the beam as .025"
He/she reads .025", .0501, and .075" on the beam.

Beam

.100' .200' .300' .400 .500' .600'

0
1 2 3 4 5 6

III 1 1 I 1 I .1 I 1111111 II-11111

The machinist reads each line with a small number (1 te 9) on the beam as .100"
He/she reads .100" to .900" on the beam.

8 9

I II li I II

Beam
1.000"

1

1 2

1-H11111111

,

4 5

I -1 1 I I -I_ I I

A

The machinist reads each line with a large number on the beam as 1.000"
lip

'He/she reads. inches (1.000", 2.000", 3.000", ...) on the beam.

-

©
"111.11Lri111011111111
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The machinist looks at the .000" line on the vernier plate to read:

- the inches line (1.000", 2.000", 3.000", ...) on the beam.

- the .100", .200", .300", ..., .900" line on the beam.

- the .025", .050", or .075" line on the beam.

Beam

1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11111 1 1

10
1

15 20 25
.

woo °-

Vernier plate (2)

.000' Line

Beam

1 2

H )1 II H
1

1000 in'

®
Vernier plate

I

r'
V- -

,

This vernier caliper reading is'0,;.000"

The .00" line on the'vernier pl'a'te lines 9 with the 0.000" line on the
beam.

25

4



10 15 20 25
lift

1000

Vernier plate

This vernier caliper reading is .025"
The .000" line on the vernier plate lines up with the :025" line on.the beam.

0

I 1 1 11111

4 5

rif r 11111 p
0 5 10

1 (7A

jfl
4,c, Vernier plate

Beam

11
II

20 25

This vermier caliper reading is .050"
The .000" line on the vernier plate lines up with the .050" on the beam.

Beam

1 1111 \H I 1

20,

I

_ -
5 10 15

1, 1000 in.

® _ .
Verriter plate

' This vernier caliper reading is .075"
The .000" line on the vernier plate lines up with the .075" on the beam.

6



4

Beam

2 3 4

1 H4H)1 111I I ITI
5 10 15

in
moo

Vernier plate

This vernier caliper reading'is .100"

The .000" line on the vernier plate lines up with he .100" line on the beam.

11 I

'Beam
4

1 2 3 4 5

I lir
If44]),?Hillii I 1 1) q Si H I

5 10 15 20 25
.n

10001

Vernier plate/

This vernier caliper is.1.000"
The 400" line on the vernier plate lines

a

deem

upwith the 1.000" line on the beam.

10 15

in

Vernier plate

I I I

25

This vernier caliper reading is 1.600"
The machinist knows. the reading is 4,000" 4- .600" = 1.600"
The machinist cannot see the 1.000" line, but he/she can see the
The .000" line on the vernier plate lines up with the .600" line

71

2.000" line.

on the beam.
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Sometimes the .000 line on the vernier plate does not lithe up:with a line

on'the beam.
Then, the tachinist must read thousandths of an inch (.0W, .002", .003",

..., .024") .-\ ,

He/she reads thousandths of an inch (.001", .002", .003, ..., .)024") on the

vernier plate. .0

The vernier plate is like the thimble on a miCrometer.

2

Beam.

3 4 5 6

1

I

5 10 15 20' 25

(2)

moo
--1---

Vernier plate

4.-1n this reading, the ..000" line on the vernier plate does no line up with a

line On.the beam.
The machinist must read the thousandths of an inch on the v nier plate.

To read the thousandths of an inch (.001",. .002", ..., .02 '), the.

machinist carefully looks for a line on the vernier plate Jhat lines up with

a line on,the beam.-
He/she reads the thousandths line on the vernier plate.
He/she reads .005" in this reading:
This vernier caliper reading is .005"

S.

Beam

1111111-11 I I 1

5 10 ISI5 20' 25

t 1°1°°

Vernier plate

This vernier caliper reading is .010"
The .010'1 line on the vernier plate iines up with a line on the beam.

8 9-)4



21

Beam

5 6 7

I I I

1
,t I
I 15 20

_1_ in.

l000

Vernier plate 0

This vernier caliper reading is .013"
The .013" line on the vernier plate lines uP with a line on the beam.

Beam

3

H "III III
15 20

1 in.

WOO

(2) Vernier plate 10
This vernier caliper reading is .026"
The .020" lin on the vernier plate lines up with a line on the beam.

Beam,

2 3 4

11111 ( ( I

111111 11 11 1

10 15

moo In

Vernier plate

This 6rnier caliper eading is .022"
The .022" line on th vernier plate lines up with a line on the beam.

I. 9
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The maChinist always starts at 0.000' or the left side of the beam.
He/she reads the vernier caliper from left-to right.

The machinist reads:
,

.

.1 - the 1.000", 2.000", 3.000", ..'.,
.

line'on ttle team.

- the .100", .200", .300", ..., -960" lint on the beam.
- the .025", .05q", or_.075" line on the beam. \
- the .001", .002"; .003", ....,

.

.024" line pn the vernier plate.

EXAMPLE A

56'

Beam

HI

Step 1 1.000"

Step 2 .500"

Step 3 .0.50"

SteP 4 .010"

2Step 5 1.560"

2

) III 1 i 1 1 1

0

I IIIIIII
10 15 20 25

1 in
moo

Vernier plate

STEP 1. Read the 1.000", 2.000", 3.000", ..., line on the beam.

IEP 2. Read the .100", .200", .300", line on the beam.

STEP 3: Read the .025", .050", or .0, ' line on the beam.

STEP 4. Read the .001", .002", .003" ..., .024""line on the vernier 1ate

that Tines up exactly with a line on the beam.

-

STEp 5. Add the reading from STEP 1, STEP 2, STEP 3, and STER,4.

This is the measurement of the part.

, 10



EXAMPLE B
,

EXAMPLE C

Beath .

Step 1 .000"

Step 2-

Step 3 .050"

Step 4 .003"

Step 5 4.653"

1 2

IIII1111'111 1
-111

10 1.$ 20 25
in

,

Vernier plate

.

Step 1

Step 2 .800"

Srep - .025"

Step .0 1 7"

Step 5 3.842"

10 15
j

20 iS

"0:01

-Vernier plate



MPt.E D

Beam-

8

1!
t 10 *.15

in.
moo

ternier plate

EXAMPLE E

4

I 1

5

II
6

Beam

7

lM!!!l Uilltld
,

10

1

5

M 1 I !

20 25

two
f ,i i

0 Vernier plate

a.

EXAMPLE F,

Beam

7 1 8 9 1 .,..p.

1,1t1,1 I rIlill I I 1

lo' 4

I
UKO

II

0 Verniz;rsplate

STEP 1.

STEP 2.

STEP 3.

STEP 4.

STEP 5.

,

STEP 1.

STEP 2.

STEP13.

STEP 4.

STEP 5.

J

STEP 1.

STEP .

STEP,
,

STEP 4.

S'TEP

0

EXAMPLE D reading is 2.383". E04PLE F reading 4.653"

EXAMPLE E reading is 3.445

9d
12
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2. THE VERNIER HEIGHT GAGE

a

r
The machinist uses the vernier height gage to measure outside dimensions of
parts.

He/she can measure the height, length, and width of parts.

He/she also uses the vernier height gage to lay out dimensions on parts.
First, he/she adjusts the vernier height gage to the corredt dimension.

.

Then, he/she marks the correct dithension on the part with the vernier height gage.
1Marking the correct dimensions on parts is called LAYOUT.

You will learn more about LAYOUT in a later unit.

The machinist must use a very flat and smooth surface to measure parts and lay
out parts wi,th the vernier height gage.
He/she uses a SURFACE PLATE.

-

A surface plate is very flat and smooth.

The machinist puts the vernier height gage and the part on the surface plate. .

He/she must carefully clean the surface p14,te, the bottom of the vernier height
gage, and the part to make accurate measurements.

411 Dirt or metal chips on the surface plate, the bottom df the vernier heigM
gage, or the part make inaccurate Measurements.

;14



PARTS OF THE VERNIER HEIGHT GAGE

Surface Plate

a

/

The machinist measures dimensionson parts between the SCRIBER.an4 the

surface plate."
He/she lays out correct dimensions on parts wqh the SCRIBER.
He/she adjusts the scriber of the vernier height gage with the.ADJUSTMENT NUT: '

'He/she reads 3 measurementson the BEAM.
a. He/she rea6 1.000°, 2.000", 3.000", ...
b. He/she reads .100" to ,900" on'the beam.

c. He/she reads .025"i, .050", or .075" on the beam.
He/she reads 1 measurement on the VERNIER PLATE.

d. .He/she reads..001" to .0244' on the vernier plate.

The machinist can use the yernier height gage In 3 ways:
*Ns.

'1. lo measure over a surface on a part.

,2. .To measure under a surface on a part.

3. To lay out a dorrect dimension on a part.

,

14
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1. MEASURING OVER A SURFACE
The milchiniAt sets the 6criber on the vernier,height gage to measure over
a surface oica parts

;
.1

2. MEASURING UNDER A'SURFACE
The'machinist sets the scriber on the vernier height gage to measure under

lpa surface on a pant.

,
1rt -,--

IN L. ,1_111

1 ., *( 1-11 --1

i

.

,
..-. 1

.
I

. -7.

4
3. LAYING OUT A CORRECT DIMENSION

'The machinist sets the scriber on the vernier height gage to lay out a
correct dimension on a parl.

.15'

9.j..°

4.
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READING THE VERNIER HEIGHT GAGE

STEP 1. 2000",

. STEP 2. .500"

STEP 3. .075"

STEP A. .009"

STEP 5. .2.584'

L.

The machinist reads thousandths of an inch.(.001") on the vernier

rheight gage.
He/she lads the vernier height gage the same4 way he/she reads the vernier

caliper'

He/she rleads 1.000", 2.000", 3.00$"", "on-the beam.
He/she reads .100" to .900" on the beaut*-4 4
He/she reads .025"t .050", or .075" on the beam.
He/she reads .001" to .024" on the vernien plate.

16 1.0u
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CARE OF MEASUREMENT,TOOLS
I.

111 - . .._
.

These rules wilt,help you make accurate measuriments And accurate parts f
without damag to measurement tools.

Employers wifl want youll use mea;urement tools carefully and correctly.

I'

GEAERAL RUCES

1. Do not 'drop measurement tools.
\

2. Do not carry measuremeq tools yith other tools. ,

You will drop or scratch the measurement tools.

3. 06 not put me surementtoolstin a pile o.f tools.

:

4. Do not try to measure moving parts..

5. Do not remoye,rust or stains with abras4ve cloth.
,

. 6. Wipe off measurement tools and then put the measurement tools away.

CARE OF VERNIER CALIPERS AND VERNIER HEIGHT GAGES

. .

1. Wipe off the vernier ca.liper and the vernier hefght.gage before
you use them and aftersou use them.

2. Once i a while, put light machine oil on the sliding surfaces on
the beam of the vernier caliper and the*ernier height gage.

3. Do not force the jaws of.the vernier cali,per or the scrsr of the
vernier height gage against a part. .

vs

4. Do not use an air hose to clean a vernier caliper or a vernier -

,height gage.

5. Do not put a vethier caliper or a vernier height gage om torAof a=
machine tool.
Metal chips and dirt will get inthe vernier caliper and vernier
height gage.

IP"



Machine Shop Fundamentals

4E

UNIT 4: Measurement

r

LESSON 4E: Precision Measurement with Dial Indicators ,

01JECTIVES: 1. The student will write the correct definition of
precision measurement.

2. The student will write 2 ways the machinist uses a dial
indicator.

3. The student'wilt match the dames of the parts of a-dial
indicator to a'picture of a dial indicator.

1

4. The student will. wrlte the correct dial indicator reading
from a picture of a dial indicator;reading.

S. .The studentolfill write the 2 definitions of alignment.

6. The student will choose the correct rules for the Care of,"
dial indicators. ,

PROCEDURES: 1. Readthe Objectives.,
9 2. Read the, Lesson.

3. Watch the Slide Show.
4:. Watch the teacher's Demonstraiion.
5. Do the Study Questions%

. 6. Do the Worksheets.
7. Do the Review Questions..
8. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:

_
Wi
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INTRODUCTION

PRECISION MEASUREMENT is 'the measurement of parts to.within :601 of)n
inch or smaller.

The mvhinist uses precision measurement tools to measure thousandths (.001,
.002; .003, ...) of an inch and teh-thousandths (.0001, .0002, .0003, ...)
of an inch.,

)

DIN. INDICATORS

Di dicators are preetion measurement tools. ,

Some dial indicators measurd thousandths (.001) of an inch.
Other dial indicators measure ten-thouSandths (.0001) of an inch.

Themachinist uses dial indicators in 2 ways:

4

1. To cheek parts .

2. To set uR machine tools

There are many different,kinds and sizes of dial indiditors.

PARTS OF THE DIAL INDICATOR

Bezel clamp.

.Bezel

TWPLUNGER thbves in and out of the-dial indicator.
The plunger moves the NEEDLE.
The7-BIAt-ha/lines, large numbers, yd small.nupbers.
The BEZEL.Alblds theaial. ; k

The machinist turns the bezel to line up the zero (0) on the dial and the needle.
The BEZEL CLAMP bolds the bezel. . .

The machiniSt loosens the bezel clamp Ito turn the bezel and dial.
Then, he/she ttghtens the tezel clamp.

r
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OooiN .025" Range

One of the small numbers on the dial tells the machinist how much each
line on the dial is in.thousandths (.001) of an inch or in ten-thousandths
(.0001) of'an inch. ,

On this dial indicator, each-line is 40001"

The other.- small number on the dial tells the machinist the RANGE of the
-\ dial indicator.

The range is the maximum distance the plunger can move into the dial indicator..
On this,dial indicator, the range Is :025" ,

CHECKING ,PARTS WITH DIAL INDICATORS

The machinist uses dial indicators to ctieck the dimensions of parts.
- The'machinist can quickly check many of the same kind of parts with a

dial indicator.

..,' Machinists are.not perfect.
Machine tools are not perfect.

A machinist cannot alays.make perfect dimensions on every part.

'Each dimension of a part can be a little larger or a little smaller than
the perfect dimension and still be good.
.The blueprint gives the perfect dimension of a Oart.
The blueprint also gives.the tolerance ,of each perfect dime9sion.
The tolerance of a perfect dimension is how much larger or how much smaller
the dimension.can be and still be good.
TOLERANCE is the amount of acceptable si7e variation.of a dimension.
(See Lesson 50 for more information about tolerances.)

104



For exampl e:

4.000'

Good- Good

The perfect dimension is 4.000"
The tolerance is .002"

The dimension can-be .002" larger
still be good.
In other words, the dimension can
be good.

or .002" smaller than'the perfect dimension and

be between 4.002" and 3.998", and still'

A dial indicator measures the amount of size variation from the perfect

dimension.
With a dial indicator, the machinist checks to see ff the dimension of a part

is in toleradbe (good) or out of tolerance (scrap):

Some dialindicators measure thousandths (.001, .002,
Other dial indicators measure ten-thousandths (.0001, .0002, .0003,
of an inch. .

The machinist must use a very Tlat and smooth surface to check parts with the

dial indicator.
'He/she uses'a SURFACE PLATE.
A surface plate is very flat and smooth.
The SURFACE GAGE holds the dial indicator.'
The machinist must carefully clean the surface plate; the bottom of the surface

.003, ...) of an inch.

...)

§age, and the parts.

4 1 0



First, the machinist sets up a distance that he/she knows is exact.
He/she uses GAGE BLOCKS ("JO" BLOCKS) to set up an exact distance between .

the surface plate and the plunger. .

Gage blocks are metal blocks fcir precision measurement.

() Companies make -gage blocks to very exact sizes.
There are many sizes of gage blocks.\ 1

The machinist chooses the gage blocks that he/she needs to set up an exact

istance.
..

Nex , the machinist puts the plunger of the dial indicator on the gage blocks.

He/she loosens the bezel clamp.
He/she turns.the bezel to line up the needle and the zero (0) o'n the dial.
He/she tightens the bezel clamp.
Now, he/she knows the distance between the surface plate and the plunger .is

an exact distance.

Next, he/she moves the dial indicator ancrthe surface1gage.

Last, he/she puts the plunger ona part.

He/she reads.the dial of the dial indidator.
If the needle is on zero (0), the dimension of the part is the perfect dimension.
If the needle is not on the zero (0), the dimension is larger or smaller
than the perfect.dimension.
The dial indicator shows the amount of size variation from the perfect dimension.
The maehinist checks'to see if the dimension of the part, is in tolerance or
out ol_plerance.

4
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READING THE DIAL INDICATOR

First, the machinist sets up.an exact distance with gage blocks.
Now he/she knows the exact distance between the surface plate and plunger.
Then, he/she checks the parts.
He/she reads the dial to check the amount of size variation from the
perfect dimension.

Here a machinist already set up a 4.000" distance with gage blocks.
The perfect dimensi6n is 4.000" with a tolerance of + .002"
On this dial indicator, each line is .0001"
On this dial indicator, the range is .025"
He/she already set a zero point.
Now, he/she will,check parts%

6

This dial indicator reading is .000"
This Aimension is the perfect dimension
or 4.000"
This dimension is in tolerance (good).

This dial indicator reading is +.002
This dimension-is,4002" larger than
the perfect dimension.
This dimension is in tolerance (good).

1 o
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7

This dial indicator reading is -.001"
This dimension is.001" smaller than
the perfect dimeWon.
This dimension is in tolerance (good).

4

This dial indicator-):eading is -.004"
This dimensiorr is .004" smaller than
the perfect dimension.
This dimension is out of tolerance
(scrap).

This dial indicator reading is.+.003"
This dimension is .003"-1arger than
-the perfect dimension.

This dimension is out of toleeance
(scrap).

103 .



SETTING UP MACHINE,TOOLS,WITH DIAL INDDCATORS

The machinist often uses the dial indicator to set up machine tools.

Many times, he/she must line up 2.parts.(general meaning) of a machiptss

tool to set up the machine tool.
He/she must line up the 2 parts of the machine tool to make accurate parts.

What is alignment?

Making 2 parts of a machine tool line up exactly straight is called ALIGNMENT.

Making 2 parts of a machine tool line up exactly parallel. is callea ALIGNMENT.

The machinist uses a dial indicator Xo align 2 parts of a machine tool.

The dial indiqtor shows any variation -in the alignment of 2 parts of a

machine tool.J

ALIGNING THE CENTERS OF'THE LATHE

The machinist must ali.gn the centers of the lathe to make accurate parts.

One center ft-Nin the hpadstock of the lathe.

The other center is in.the taihstock of the lathe.

The machinist sets up round parts between the ceniers of the lathe for mafiy

lathe operations.

Centers

se

;Tailstock

The centers of thellathe must be exactly straight.

The machinist must align the center-Tn the tailstock to.the center in the

headstock.
He/she uses a dial indicator, and a round test bar to align the center in

'the tatlstock to the center in the headstock.

tft.3
8 ,
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The machinist must check the straightness of the round test bar with a
dial indicator. /-
This round test bar has a tolerance of .0005"

1

4

First, the'machinist sets up the round test bar between 2 V-BLOCKS on the
surface plate.

Companies make V-blocks to very exact sizes.
The( machinist uses V-blocks t6 do many things in the shop.

Next, the machinist puts.the plunger of the dial.indicator on one end of
,the round test bar.
He/she sets a zero point.
He/she turns the bezel to line up the needle and the zero (0) on the dial.

Then, he/she moves the plunger of the dial indicator alonNiqg round test bar.
He/she moves the plunger from one end of the round test bar to the other end
of the round test ban.
The machinis,t wads the dial to check the straightness of the bar.

,

If tlie reading is more than +.0005" or more than -.0005, the round test bar
is.not in tolerance.
Then,.the machinist must check another round test bar.

If the reading is less than +.0005" or less than -.0005", the round test
bar is in tolerance.

14.0 8
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Now, the machinist is ready to align the centers of'the lathe.
. Here, align means to makp twio parts of a 'machine tool strai,ght.

// *First, the.machinist sets up the Hound test bar between the centers of
the lathe.

Next, he/she

Then, he/she
He/she moves

Next, he/she
He/she turns

Then, he/she
He/she moves
of the round

sets up the dial indicator on the carriage of the lathe.

puts the plunger of the dial indiCator on one end of the bar.
the carriage to moye the plunger of the dial indicator.

sets a zero point.
the bezel to line up the needle and the zero (0) on the dial. -

moves the plunger of the dial indicator along the round test bar.
,the plunger from one end of the round test bar to the other end
test bar.

Last, he/she reads the dial to check if the centers of the lathe are straight.

If the needle of the dial indicator does not move from the zero point, the
machinist knows the centers of the lathe are straight.
Then he/she'does not have to align the centers of the lathe.



f

If the needle of the dial indicator moves from the zero point, the machinist
knows the centers of the lathe are not straight('

"1;.enns-b
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t4;ttle"

Then, ile/she must align the center ip the ,tailstock to the center in the
headstock.

The machinist muA adjust the tailstock to move the center in the tailstock.

He/she adjusts, the tailstock.'

Then, he/she checks the centers of the lathe again with the dial indicator.
Thecenters'of the lathe must be exactly straight.

Remember, to'align 2 parts of a machine tools means:

to make 2 parts of a machine tool line up exactly straight.
OR

to make 2 parts of the machine tool line up exactly parallel.

4
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ALIGNING THE VISE-AND THE,SPINDLE OF THE VERTICAL MEC

)

,

The machinist must align the solid jaw of the vise and the spindle of the

vertical mill to make accurate parts. .

Here, align means to make 2 parts of a machine tool exactly parallel.

.
I

4.

.1

Soid jaw 7,--).-

l

.0,

..

-4- Nimbi -).-1

-?*

0'

-

/I 1., 4111

On the vertical mill, the solid jaw of the vise and the spindle must be
_ .__

exactly parallel.
The machinist must align the solid jaw of the vise to the spindle. .

He/she uses a dial indicator to align the solid jaw of the vise to the spindle.

4
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.` On this,dial indicator each line is .0005" and.the range is .030"

First, the machinist sets up a dial indicator on the spindle>k

Then, he/she moves the vise to put the plunger of the dial indicator
on one end of the solid jaw of the vise.

Next, he/she sets a zero point. (Position A)

Then, he/she moves the vise until the plunger is at the other end of the
solid jaw of the vise-. (Position B)

Last, he/she reads the dial to\gheck if the solid jaw of the vise and
the spindle are parallel.

131, 1 ,;
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PosibcciA Posibm B

V

Soldjaw

If the needle on the dial does not move from the Zero point, the machinist
knows the solid jaw of the'vise and the spindle ary parallel.
He/she,does not have to align the solid jaw.of the vise to the spindle.

Soid jaw

4-- Parallel -0--
Spindle

,orioter,

)'

1 4
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If the needle on tile dial moves from the zero point, the machinist knows
the solid jaw of the vise and the spindle are not parallel.
He/she must...align the.solid jaw of the vise to the spindlve.

4

1 '-'4E-No; parallel4.-1
6

. *,... I

He/she must adjust the'vise to move the solid jaw of the vise.

He/she adjusts the vise.

Then, he/she checks the solid jaw of the vise and the spindle again with
-..4,

the dial indicator. ,

All The solid jaw' of the vise and. the spindle of the vertical must be exactly
parallel.

....15
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You will practice how to align the centers of the lathe and how to align
the solid.jaw and spindle of the vertical mill in the shop.

CARE OF MEASOREMENT TOOLS

ThAse rules Will help you make accurate measurements and accurate parts
without damage to measurement tools.

't

Employers will want you -)to use measurement tools carefully and,correctly.
co

, 4

v

GENERAL RULE;

1. Do not drop ineasur&ent tools.

'2. Co mit carry rileasurethent tools with other tools.

You will drop or scratch the measurement tools.

3. Do not put measurement t,00ls in .; pile of tools.

4. Do not try to measure moving parts.

..s
5. Do not remove rust or stains on measuremerthitools with abrasive

11414oth.

107

6. Wipe off measurement tools and then put the measurement tools

away.

CARE,OF DIAL INDICATORS

.1. Do not put oil on any part of the dial indicator.

Do not rapidly move the plunger in and Ou4pRf the dial indicator.
This will break the dial indicator.

3. Do not try to fix or repair a dial indicator.

'4(
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Machine Shop Fundamentals

5A

UNIT 5: Blueprint Reading

CESSON'5A: Introduction to.BluePrint Reading

v,"

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student Will ylte the correct diftnition of a blueprint.

2. 'Tile student will write the 2 main kinds of technical information

on,a blueprint.

3. The student will match the name.of a dimension to a picture of
that dimension.

4. The student will write the correct blueprint abbreviation for
diameter and the correct blueprint symbol for diameter.

5. The student will write the correct blueprint abbreyihtion

for radius.
. ,

. fhe student will write the correct dimensions of aJinished
part from a piCture of the finished part.

PROCEDURES: 1. Read the Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the Slide Show.
4. Watch.the teacher's Demonstration.
5. Do the Study Questions.

6. Do the Worksheets.
7. Do the Review Questions.

8. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:

11 0
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1

INTRODUCTION

What is a blueprint?

A BLUEPRINT is'a picture of a finished part.'
First, an engineer designs the finished part.
Ttien, a drafter draws a picture oe illustration of.the finished part. -

Finally, the drafter makes copies of the picture or illustration of tpe finishe/

part.
The copies of the picture or illustration of the finished part are called

blpeprints.
Some bldeprints have blue 'lines.
Some blueprints have brown or black lines.

4.9,,;fiC;f041.0

In the machine shop, blueprints are often called "prints".
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THE FINISHED PART.

THE BLUEPRINT

A blUeprint gives 2 main kinds of technical information:

I. The exact shape of the finished part.

2. The exact sizes of the finished part.
A blueprint also gives other technical information to make the finished part.

A machinist reads or interprets a blueprint.
He/she reads the technical information on a blueprint to make a finished part.

He/she reads the blueprint to lay out the part.
He/she reads the blueprint to set up the machine tool.

He/she reads the blueprint to check the sizes of the finished part.

2 .11;)



, .. SHAPES, .

A blueprint shows\the shape of a finished part.

This is a square.
A square has 4 equal sides.
(Equal means the same.)

Each corner has 901
,

This is a rectangle.
A rectangle has 2 pairs of equal sides.
Each corner has 90° --

This is a circle.
. A circle is- round.

A SQUARE PART

A RECTANGULAR
PART

;

I

A ROUND PART

-

I

,

4 3

.. )

,

,

A SQUARE

.. I.
A RECTANGLE

A CIRCLE

The shape of this part is
square.

This part is square.

The shape of this part is
rectangular.
This part is rectangular.

The shape of this part is
round or cylindrical.
This part is round or
cylindrical.

,



SIZES AND DIMENSIONS

A blueprint shows the exactsizes of'a
',The exact sizes of a finished part are
Remember, specifications are sometimes
Most parts have sev4ral dimensions.
There are 6 main kinds of dimensions:

LENGTH
WIDTH
THICKNESS
DEPTH
DIAMETER
RADIUS

finished part.
called dimensions or specifications.
called "specs" in the machine shop.

A machinistflmeasures the, length, width, and thickness of many parts.

OR the outside dimensions
On the outside dimensions
length.

On the outside dimensions
width add length.
On the outside dimensions
dimension.

of,a finished part, the length is the largest dimension.
of a finished part, the width is smaller than the

of a finished part, the thickness is smaller than the

of a finished part, the thickness is the smallest

-121
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This finished part has a SLOT.
A machinist measures the length, width, and depth of a slot.

With slots, the width of a slot can be larger than the length of the slot.

This finished part has a BLIND HOLE.
A blind hole does not go completely through the part.
A machinist measures the depth and diameter of a blind hole.

A diameter is the distance from one edge of a circle to the other edge.
The diameter goe§ through the center of the circle.
Blueprints use the abbreviation DIA or the symbol 96 for diameter.

-5 122
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The machinist measures the diameter and length of cylindrical (round) parts.-

A diameter is the distance from one edge of a circle to the other edge..
The diameter goes through the center of the circle;
Bluepriqs use the abbreviation MI or the symbol 0 for diameter.

Sometimes, a machinist cannot measure the diameter or length of a curved
dimension on a part.

(

Then, he/she measures the radius of the curved dimen'sion on the part.-
. ,

In math, a radius is the distance from the centei of a circle to the edge of
the circle.

Blueprints use the abbreviaiion R for radius.

6
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EXAMPLES

-114--5/8 DIA

This is a rectangular part.
The length of the part is 4"
The width of the part is 2 1"

The thickness of the part is 1"

This is a rectangular part.
This part has'a slot.
The-length of the slot is 3"
The width of the slot is .1"
The depth of the slot is 1 1"

2

,

.This is a square part.

This part has a blind hole.
The depth of the blind hole is
1 1"

"2-

The diameter of the blind hole
is 5"

Remember, blueprints use DIA or 95
for diameter.

s.



4

This ii a cylindrical part.
The length of the part is 6"
The diameter of the part is 2 3"

4-
Remember, blueprihts use DIA or y6

for diameter.

This is a rectangular part with
/a curved end.
The radius of the curved end is

1 7"

1-6-

Remember, blueprillts use-R for radius.

8



SUMMARY

A blueprint is a picture of a finished part.

A blueprint gives 2 Wn Hinds of technical information:

1, The exact shape of the finished part
2. The exact sizes of thelfinished part

The exact sizes of a finished part are calred dimensions or specifications.

There are 6 main kinds of_dimensions:

Lerigth

'Width

Thickness /4(
Depth
Diameter
Radius

On a blueprint, the abbreviation for diameter is DIA.

on a blueprint, the symbol'for diameter is0
On a blueprint, the abbreviation for radius is R.

4

.1
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Iliachine Shop Fundameniatt

5a

uNrr 5: Blueprint Reading

LESiON 58: Basic Views

-)

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will write the correct definition of a blueprint.

2. The student will write the names'of the 6 basic views.

3. The student will write the name of each yiew in the correct
position on a blueprint.

4. The student will match a finished part to,the blueprint of
that finished part./,

. .,.:

\

PROCEDURES: 1. Read the \Objectives.

2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the teacher's Demonstration.
4. Do the Study Questions.
5. Do the Worksheets.
6. Do the Review Questions.
7. Do the Selt-Test.

REFERENCES: r
0

6

e

12;

/

,

I
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INTRODUCTION

A blueprint is a picture of a finished part.

A blueprint gives 2 Main kinds of technical information:

1. The exact shape of the finished part
2. The exact sizes or dimensions of the finished part

A blueprint also gives other technical information to make tht.finished part.

A machinist reads or interprets a blueprint to make the finished part.

VIEWS

ve the exact shape of the finished part and the exact dimensions of the
is d part, the blueprint shows different VIEWS of the finished'part.

Imagine that your notebook is a finished part.
Here are the views of your notebook on a blueprint.

BACK or REAR
VIEW

LEFT
SIDE
VIEW

0

0

TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW

BOTTOM VIEW

RIGHT
SIDE
VIEW

You can look at the front of the notebook, the top of the notebOok, the
bottom of the notebook, the right side of the notebook, the left side of
the noteb6ok, and the back or rear of the notebook. 3'

2



FRONT

,

You can see a certain shape, certain dimensions, and certain surfaces when
you look at the front of the notebook/finished part.

You only see the shape, dimensions, and surfaces of the front of the notebook/
finished part.

TOP

You look at the top of the notebook to see the shape, dimensions, and surfaces
of the top of the notebook/finished part.

RIGHT SIDE

C=1.

You look at the right side of the notebook to see the shape, dimensions, and
surfaces of, the right side of the notebook/finished part.

7F

123
3



.0n blueprints, there are 6 basicviews:

THE FRONT VIEW
THE TOP VIEW
THE RIGUT SIDE VIEW
THE LtFT SIDE VIEW
THE REAR VIEW
THE BOTTOM VIEW

BACK or REAR

VIEW

LEFT
SIDE
VIEW

0

TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW

BOTTOM. Aviv

The FRONT VIEW shows the front of the finished part.
The TOP VIPEW shows the top of the finished part.
The RIGHT SIDE VIEW'shoWs the right side of the finished part.
The LEFT SIDE VIEW shows the left side of the finished part.
The REAR VIEW shoWs the back or rear of the finished part.
The BOTTOM VIEW shows the bottom of the finished part. .

4

13j

'RIGHT
SIDE
VIEW



The POSITION OF THE VIEWS is always the same on all'blueprints.

BACK or REAR

VIEW

LEFT
SIDE
VIEW

0

0

TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW

..

, .

BOTTOM VIEW

All blueprints have a front view of the finiihed part.
The front view is the most important view.
The drafter chooses the front of the finished part and draws the front view.
Then, he/she draws the other views.

Sometimes, a finished part needs 'only 1 view on the blueprBt.
Sometimes, a finished part needs 2'views on the blueprint:
Sometimes, a finished,part needs 3 views on the blueprint.
Most blueprints have 2 or 3 views. -

Sometimes, a finished part needs 4 or more views on the blueprint.
Remember,--all blutp-rints have a ffatView of the finished part.

RIGHT
SIDE
VIEW



BLUEPRINTS WITH 1 VIEW

9/16' Drill
4 Holes

FRONT VIEW

0

E- 5.400"

The shape of this finished part is rectangular.
This finished part has 4 holes.
The length of thivfinished part is 5.400"
The width of this finished part is 1.625"
The thickness of this finished part is 1"

8

4( 4 3/4

7/8" DIA.

FRONT VIEW

1 /8, Thick
1.125" Plate Steel

411.

1/2" DIA.

The shape of this finished part is round (cylindrical);
The machinist reads DIA and knows this finished part is round (cylindrical)
The large diameter of tbis finished part is 7"

-8-

The small diameter of this'finished part is 1"

The length of this finished part is 4 3"

1 3Z)

6
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BLUEPRINTS WITH 2 VIEWS

7/6

15132 "

1/2 Drill 2 Holes

1 7/6).-14,

Fit 1/16.1, F 3 5/16

us

The shape of this finished part is rectangular..
This finished part has a slot.
The length of this slot is 3"

The width of this slot is 3"
f 8

The depth of this slot is 5"

.650"

4.000"

FRONT VIEW

.393 DIA.

.300. DIA.

arit

The shape of.this finished part is round (cylindrical).
The machinist reads DIA and knows this finished part is round (cylindrical).
The large diameter of this finished part is .398°'
The small diameter of this finished part is .300"
The length of this finished part is 4.000"

7'



3/47

BLUEPRINTS WITH 3 VIEWS

TOP VEW

.... -....-
,

-11..... -.. -.-. - - ....

... ,............

,

.... --- .--41..-z--m

PROW VEW

2 1/16

= =

1.-.....1...-- ------f-li14/18--1.--....
T

1/44 lifOHT'SIDE VIEW

I 1-.- sm27/64 Drill 1/2 - 13 Tap

1 3/16

This blueprint shows the front view, top view, and right side view'of the

finished part.

TOP VIEW

1-41/2).
I-4-1 3/8 ir

1 7/8
2 7/8 [<-1 3/16H

I-a 13/16

RIGHT SIDE VIEW

This blueprint shows the front view, top view, and, right side view of the

finished part:

8



USING THE VIEWS TO SEE THE FINISHED PART

A'machinist reads a blueprint to make the finished part.
He/she uses his/her knowledge of views to see the finished part in his/her
head.

2 1
2 Ulf i:s=

- MOTVEW au xr
-

4
ics--t--Z,

p
r

Oril slot Mtn rals

7411

"

WM OH 112 - 13 ide

--T-

. 1 I-4 INN

10:2,17 SCE VEW

A. machinist must study blueprint reading to make accurate parts.
A machinist-mustmpractice blueprint reading to make accurate parts.

9 .r



For practice, study the views on these blueprints and finished parts.

TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW

LI

TOP

FRONT

RIGHT VIEW

TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW

10

r , ,

^
0 RIGHT SIDE VIEW



,

TOP

TOP
VEW

FRONT VIEW

4

RIGHT SIDE

VIEW

RIGHT slog,-,

4.

I

FRONT VIEW

11 137

TOP

FRONT

RIGHT SiDE

VIEW

8



°i

4 /

ri

,Remember, the front.view is the most important view.
Carefully study the views on these blueprints.

12
1 3



Each view ('flows certain SURFACES on the finished part.

In many textbooks about blueprint reading, surfaces on the finished part are
.called planes.

For practice, study the views and surfaces of each of these blueprints and
each finished part.

TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW

D

, RIGHT SIDE VIEW

A

TOP VIEW,

FRONT VIEW .

1
.1.3j

4 0

A

RIGHT SIDE VIEW



,

H

TOP VIEW

G
_

E

,

,

B

F

RIGHT SIDE VIEW

\.

,

.e

%

,

:

,

,

A CE, -F

TOP VIEW
,4

FRONT VIEW

0*

Az,

B

I
G

Carefully study the surfaces and views on these blueprints.

..

RIGHT SIDE VIEW



For more practice, study ihe views of these blueprints and the finished part
for each one.

S.

TOP VIEW

FRONT VEW RIGHT SIDE VIEW

TOP VIEW

FROir VIEW

1 fi

_RIGHT SIDE VIEW



TOP -VEW

FRONT VIEW RiGHT SIDE VIEW

TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW RIGHT SIDE VIEW
"""_.



SUMMARY --

A blueprint is a picture of a finished part.
k

To give the exact shape of the finished part and the exact dimensions of the
finished part, the blueprint shows different views of the finished part.

The.* are 6 basic views:

. .

THE FRONT VIEW
'THE TOP VIEW
THE RIGHT SIDE VIEW
THE LEFT SIDE VIEW

,

THE REAR VIEW
THE BOTTOM VIEW

,

The position of the views is always the same on all blueprints.

.

BACK or REAR
VIEW

LEFT
SIDE
VIEW

0

0

TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW

BOTTOM VIEW

RIGHT
SIDE
VIEW

,,-.....-.

The front View is the most important view on a blueprint.
Most blueprints have 2 or 3 views.-
All blueprints have a front view.
Each view shows a certain shape, certain dimensions, and certain surfaces op

- tne finished part.
if

III

-A machinist reads a blueprint to make the finished part.
He/she uses his/her knowledge of views to see the finished part in hts/her
head.

43,

1. 4 v.)
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Machine Shop Fundamentals

5C

UNIT 5: Blueprint Reading

'LESSON 5C: Lines f

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will wHte the correct definition of a blueprint.

2. The student will write the names of the 6 basic kinds of
lines on a blueprint.

.3. The studentWill mayh the name of aAine o a picture of
that line.

4. The student will match the name of a line to the meaning
of that line. p

.PROCEDURES: 1. Read the Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the teacher's Demonstration.
4. Do the Study Questions..
5. Do the Worksheets'.

6. Do the Review Questions.
7. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:

\_

A.



INTRODUCTION

A blueprint is a picte of a finished part.

A blueprint gives 2 main kinds of technical information:

1. The exact shape of the finished part

2. The exact dimensions of the finished part,

A blueprint also gives other technical information to make the finished part.

'A machinist reads or interprets a blueprint to make the finished part.

LINES

To give the exact shape of the finished part and the.exact dimensions of the
finished part, a blueprint uses different kinds of LINES.
The machinist reads or interprets the lines on a blueprint.
The blueprint also shows different views of the finished part.

'

On a blueprint, the lines and views work together to show the exact shape and
exact dimensions of theifinished part.

There are 6 basic kinds of lines on blueprints:

1. OBJECT LINES
2. HIDDEN LINES
3. EXTENSION LINES
4. CENTER LINES

5. DIMENSION LINES
6. LEADER LINES

On a blueprint, eech kind of line has a special meaning.

OBJECT LINES

What do object lines mean?

OBJECT LINES show the edges of the'
finished part.
Object lines show the shape of the .

EXAMPLE A , finished part.

S.

FRONT VIEW

2

RIGHT
5IDE,
vlEv



s_

HIDDEN LINES

EXAMPLE..B
TOP VIEVJ

What do hidden lines mean?

HIDDEN LINES show edges or surfaces_
that the machinist cannot see in one
view.

Tte machiniit can see these edges or
surfaces in the other views.

RIGHT
SIDE
VIEW

FRONT VIEV/
On this blueprint, the finished part,has a slot.
The machinist can see the edges of the slot in the toli view,and in the right
side view.
He/she cannot see the edges of the slot in the front view.
He/she must know where the edges of the slot are in the front view.
The hidden line shows the edges of the slot in the front view.
The object lines shdw the shape of the finished.part. 4-

EXAMPLE C

41MIM. MNIIIO 0111100

ammo ammo waa mow. sm. a.m. memo* OM. OMNI. O., 00.0 .11110 .1.11, mew* =OM 01.10 .41.1 MO*

0

FRONT VIEW

On this blueprint, the finished part has a hole.
The machinist can see the edges of the hole in the right side view.
He/she cannot see the edges of the hole ln the front view.
He/she must know where the edges of the.hole are in the front view.
The hidden lines show the edges of the hole In the front view. ,

The object lines show the shape of the finis ed part.

RIGI-4T
SIDE
vIEV/



EXAMPLE D

TOP VIEW

0 0

SIDE
VIE \."/

On this blueprint, the finished part has.a slot and 2 holes.

The machinist can see the edges of the slot and 2 holes in the top view.

The vertical hidden lines show the edges of the 2 holes in the front view

and right side view.
The horizontal hidden )ine shows the ed§es of the.slot in the right side

view.

CENTER LINES

EXAMPLE E

What do center lines mean?

CENTER LINES show the center of the
finished part, the center of a hole in
the finished part, or the center of
a curved edge on the finished part.
The symbol for center lines is a,

9 .,
. RIGHT

3IDE

F7F2C)P4TVIE:\^/

On this blueprint, the shape of the finished part is round (cylindrical). .

The center lines show the center of the finithed part in the front view and

the right side view.

4 14.;
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EXAMPLE.,
TOP Vit\is/

FRONT VIEW

On this blueprint, the finished part has a hole.
The center lines show,the center of the hole in the front view and top view.
The hidden Tines sbow the edges of the hole in the front view. .
The object lines show the shape of the finished pirt in the front view and

top view. TOP VIEW
ExAmPLE

I I

FRONT VIEW/

On this blueprint, the finished'part has 4 curved end.
The center lines show the center of the.curved end in the top view.

EXAMPLE I-4 TOP VIEW

FRONT VI\,./

I 1 I

I I

I

I I I

On this blueprint, the finished part has 4 holes and a curved end.
The center lines show the centers of the 4 holes in the front view and top view.
The center lines show the center of the curved end in the top view.
The hidden lines show the edges of the 4 holes in the front view.



4.011

EXTENSION LINES

What do extension lines mean?

EXTENSION LINES and dimension lines
show the dimensions of the finished

part.

DIMENSION LINES

What do dimension lines, mean?

boo DIMENSION LINELand extension lines
show the dimensions of the finished
part.. ,

, Dimension lines have arrows.

On blueprints, the drafter writes the exact dimensions inside the extension.
lines or outside the extensionlines.

4500 I-4 0-1H065

XAMPLE
TOP: VIEW

2 15

16

1.750

t
FRONT VIEW

On this blueprint, the extension lines and dimension lines show the length,

width, and thickness of the finished part.

6 143 11.

0



EXAMPLE J

On this blpeprint, the shape of this finished part is round (cylindrical).
The extension lines.and dimension lines show the diameter and length of the
finished part.

Remember, 0 is the symbol for diameter.

EXAMPLE K

r
On this blueprint, the finished part has a curved end.
Thes,radius of the curved end is 1"

Remember, R is the abbreviation for radius.

LEADER LINES

What do leader lines mean?

.,1"-----
informatioLEADER

LINES give
n. for a

finished part.
Leader lines have

special technical
dimension-on the

one arrow.
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EXAMPLE L
JLL

1 +
--f-

I

DRILL 1A3, 4 I-10LES

On this blueprint: the finished part has 4 holes.

The leader line shows that each hole is 1" in diameter.

The leader line tells the machinist to drill each hole.

EXAMPLE tal

14-

4

TOP VIEW

-r-T41=

T
FRONT VIEW

56 MICK PLATE
6

On. this bl ueprint, the 1 eader 1 ine shows a 3" radlus on the fi ni s hed. part.

-

_



,, SUMMARY

A blueprint is a picture of the finished part.

To giVe the exact shape of the finished part and the gxact dimensions of'
the finished part, a blueprint uses different kinds of lineso

The 6 6i4ib kindsof lines on a blueprint are:

1. OBJECT LINES ,

2. HIDDEN LINES

3. CENTER LINES

4. EXTENSION LINES

5. DIMENSI6 LINES

'6. LEADER LINES

On a blueprint, each kind of line has a special meaning.

OBJECT LINES show the edges on the finished part.

HIDDEN LINES show edges or surfaces that the machinist cannot see in one
view.

CENTER LINES show the center of the finished part, the center of a hole,
or the center of a curved edge an the finished part.

EXTENSION LINES and dimension lines show the dimensions of the finished part.

DIMENSION LINES and extension lines show the dimensions of the finished part.

LEADER LINES give special information for a dimension on the finished part.



Machine Shop' Fundamentals '
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UNIT 5: Blueprint.Reading

LESSON 5D: Tolerances

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will write the correct definitton of a blueprin;t.

2. The student will write the correct definition of tolerance.

3. Thd student will write the correct perfect dimension from a
picture.

4. The student will write the correct meaning of 4-

5. The student will write the 'co'rrect tolerance from a picture.

6. The/student will write the correct upper limit of a dimension

.
and lower limit of a dimension from a picture.

PROCEDURES: 1. Read the Objettives.
2. Read the Lesson.
.3. Watch the teacher's Demonstratio'n.

4. Do the Study Questions.
5. Do the Worksheets.
6. Do the Review Questions.
7. Do theSelf-Test.

REFERENCES:



INTRODUCTION

A blueprint is a picture,of a finished part.

A blueprint gives 2 main kinds of technical information:

1. The ekact shape of the finished part
2. The exact dimensions of the finished part

A blueprint also gives other technical information t6 make the finished
part.

On a blueprint, the views and lines work together to show the exact shape
and exact dimensions of the finished part.

The machinist reads or interprets the views, lines, and other technical
information on a blueprint to make the finished part.

DIMENSIONS ON A BLUEPRINT

An engineer designs the finished part.
He/she draws the exact shape of the finished part.
He/she figures out the perfect dimensions or exact dimensions of the finished
part.

The engineer knows:

All parts need accurate dimensions.
But some parts need very accurate dimensions.
Accurate parts fit together with other parts.
Inaccurate parts do not fit together with other parts.
Inaccurate parts are called scrap.

The engineer also *knows:

Machirle tools are not perfect. -

Measurement tools are.not perfect.
Machinists are not perfect.
Machinists cannot always make perfect dimensions
on every finished part.
Sometimes the machinist makes a 'dimension on a
part a little larger than the-perfect dimension.
Sometimes the machinist makes a dimension op a

-part a little smaller than the perfect dimension.

15t;

2



Eirst, the engineer figures out tbe perfect dimension.or exact dimension
for each dimention Of the finished part.

THE PERFECT DIMENSION

Then, he/she figures out the largest acceptable dimension for each dimension

on the finished part.

THE LARGEST

ACCEPTABLE DIMENSION

Next, he/she figures out the smallest acceptable dimension for'each dimension

on the finished part.

1 53

'3

THE SMALLEST

ACCEPTABLE DIMENSION



On blueprints, the engineer gives the largest acceptable dimension for each

perfect dimension.
On blueprints, the largest acceptable dimesion (maximum acceptable dimension)
is called the UPPER LIMIT.

On blueprints, the engineer gives the smallest acceptable Aimension for each
perfect dimension.
On blueprints, the smelt-est acceptable dimension (minimum acceptable dimension)
is called the LOWER LIMIT.

T1-1E UPPER LIMIT (The Largest Acceptable Dimension)

A

THE PERFECT DIMENSION

T1-IE LOWER LIMIT (The Smallest Acceptable Dimension)

Every dimension between the upper limit and lower limit is an acceptable
dimension.
Every dimension larger than the upper limit is not acceptable (scrap).
Every dimension smaller than the lower limit is not acceptable (scrap).

THE UPPER LIMIT (The Largest Acceptable Dimension) -

ACCEPTABLE, DIMENSIONS

E..LOWER LIMIT The Smallest Acce fable Dimension)

4
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TOLERANCES ON A BLUEPRINT

What is tolerance?

TOLERANCE is the amount of acceptable size variation of a dimension on the
finished part.

TOLERANCE

E LO R LIMIT

Every dimension between the upper limi/ and lower liiiiit is acceptable:
We say acceptable dimensions are IN TOtERANCE.
AfiEeurate part has acceptable dimensions.
All the dimensions of an accurate part are in tolerance.

Remember, a part has several dimensions.
Every dimension has an upper limit and a lower limit.

On blueprints, eligineers and drafters use several ways to give the upper
limit and lower limit of every dimension:

1. Perfect dimension with tolerances

2. Tolerances in the title block

3. Upper limits and lower limits

1

5
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.1. ,Perfect dimensions with tolerancet'

Sometimes, the.engineer and drafter write the upper limit and the lower
limit of a dimension a% a PERFECT DIMENSION WITH A TOLERANCE.

EXAMPLE A
THE PERFECT DIMENSION\

H-- 2250 +

THETCCERANCE

In EXAMPLE A, the perfect dimension is 2.250"
In EXAMPLE A, the tolerance is + .005"

The symbol + means PLUS (+) OR MINUS (-).
Plug means larger, or more.
Mils means smaller, or less.

MANN.

+ .005

THE PERFECT DIMENSION ).-- 2.250

ONISMIN

IMIIII0

milms

=1.116,

..

.005

i

6

THE TOLERANCE

The machinist uses the perfect dimension and the tolerance to figure out
the upper limit.and lower limit.

6
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411

2.250
4- .005

The Perfect Dimension
+ Tolerance

2.250
- .005

-2-.115

The Perfect Dimension
- Tolerance

2.255 The Upper Limit The Lower Limit

2.245 THE LOWE LIMIT

In EXAMPLE A, 2.255" is the upper limit or largest acceptable size.
In EXAMPLE A, 2.245" is the lower limit or smallest acceptable size.

c*, :

Every dimension between 2.255" and 2.245" is in tolerance (acceptable).
For example, 2.254" is in'tolerance.
For example, 2.248" is in tolerance.

Every dimension larger than 2.255" (the upper limit) is not.acceptable.
For example; 2.256" is not acceptable.
For example, 2.260" is not acceptable.

Every dimension small0 than 2.245"-(the lower limit) is not acceptable.

For example, 2.244" is not acceptable.
For example, 2.230" is not acceptable.

. EXAMPLE B

3.125 ± .003

In EXAMPLE B, the perfect dimension is 3.125"
In EXAMPLE B, the tolerance is + .003" 9

3.125 3.125

+ .003 _ .003

3-71-28- The Upper Limit 3.122 The Lower Limit

In EXAMPLE B, 3.128" is the upper limit.
In EXAMPLE B, 3.122" is the lower limit.

7
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EXAMPLE C

F 2.312 -f .0020-1
.000

In EXAMPLE C, the perfect dimensibn is 2.312"
.In EXAMPLE C, the tolerance is + .002" or - .000"

+ .002
2;314 The Upper Limit

2.312

.000
2.312 The Uower Limit

In EXAMPLE C, the upper limit is 2.314"
In EXAMPLE C, the lower limit is 2.312"

EXAMPLE D

3.515 -÷ .000
.003

In EXAMPLE D, the perfect dimension is 3.515"
In EXAMPLE D, the tolerance is + .000 or - .003"

3.515 3.515

+ .000 - .003

TTIT The Upper Limit 3.-612 The Lower Limit

In EXAMPLE D, the upper limit is 3.515"
In EXAMPLE D, the lower limit is 3.512"

,

Sometimes the tolerance is + ;000 or - .000
If the tolerance is + .000 then the perfect dimension and the upper limit

are the same.
If the tolerance is 7 .000 then the perfect dimension and the lower limit

are the same.



EXAMPLE E

[4-- 2_57164 ± 1164-

In E-XAMPLE E, the perfect dimension is 2 57"

In EXAMPLE E, the tolerance is + 1"

+

2 57

64

1

64

64

2 29 The Upper Limit
32

2 58 _
----
64

In EXAMPLE E, the upper limit is 2 29".
32

In EXAMPLE E, the lower limit is 2 7"

111 8

EXAMPLE F

2 57

64

1

-

2 56 2 7 The Lower Limit

[4 2 ,3/8 + 1/64

In EXAMPLE F, the perfect dimension 2 3"
-8-

In EXAMPLE F, the tolerance is + 1"

64

2 3

8
= 2 24

64
1 1

64

2 25

, 64 The Upper Limit

In EXAMPLE F, the upper limit is 2 25"
, 64

In EXAMPLE F, the lower limit is 2 23"
64

9

-

.

2 3 . 2 24

8 64
1 _ 1

64

2 23

64 The Lower Limit

161



EXAMPLE G

In EXAMPLE G, the perfect dimension is 45 degrees.
In EXAMPLE G, the tolerance is 4. 1 degree%

45° 45°
+ 10 - 1°

46° The Upper Limit -77 The Lower Limit

In EXAMPLE G, the upper limit,is 46 degrees.
In EXAMPLE G, the lower limit is 44 degrees.

.

2. Tolerances in the title block

The engineer and drafter do not always write tolerances with the perfect

dimension.
Many times, they write the TOLERANCES IN THE TITLE BLOCK

THE
TITLE
BLOCK

MATERIAL Qty Req'd Casting Specialties Corp.

Cold Rolled Steel I Cedarburg, Wis.

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: HANDLE

Fractions Decimals Angles PART N°
+1/64 +.005 + 1°

, 4-104 30M3276

If a dimension on the blueprint does not have a specific tolerance on the

dimension line, the machinist looks for the tolerance for that dimension

in the title block.
He/she looks for.a box with tolerances in the title block.
Many times, this box says TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

The machinist uses the perfect dimension and the tolerance in the title
block to figure out the upper,limit and lower limit.

Many companies have standard tolerances.

10



EXAMPLE H

2.125--01 TOLERANCESUNLESS OTHERWISE SPECFIED:

Fractions Decimals Angles

+1/64 + .005 4- °

In EXAMPLE H, the dimension does not have a specific tolerance.
Then, the machinist must look at the tolerances in the title block.

2.125 is a decimal.
The machinist reads the tolerance for this decimal in the title block.

He/she reads that the,tolerance for decimals is + .005
AL

2.125 2.125

+ .005' - .005

2.130 The Upper Limit 2.120 The Lower Limit

In EXAMPLE H, the upper limit is 2.130"
In EXAMPLE H, the lower limit is 2.120"

EXAMPLE I

1.4-1 1124-1
TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:

Fractions Decimals . Angles

+ 1/64 +.005 + 10

In EXAMPLE I, the dimension does not have a specific tolerance.
Then, the machlnist:reads the tolerance in the title plock.

1 1 is a fraction.

.The machinist reads the tolerance for this fraction in the title block.

He/she reads' that the tolerance for fractions is + 1

1 1 .
1 32

4 64
1 . 1

+ 64 TT
1 33

64 The Upper Limit

In EXAMPLE I, the upper limit is 1 33"

64

In EXAMPLE I, the lower limit is 1 31"

411
64

11

64
1 1 = 1 32

1 _ 1

- 64 bzi
1 31

32 The Lower Limit'



EXAMPLE J 0

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECFIED:

Fractions Decimals Aavles

+1/64 +.0105 +to

In EXAMPLE J, the dimensiOn does not have a specific tolerance.
Then, the machinilt reads the tolerance in the title block.
30° is an angle.
The machinist reads the tolerance for this angle in the title block.
He/she reads that the tolerance for angles is + 1°

30° 30°,

+ 1° - 1°

-7° The Upper Limit 2-9° The Lower Limit

In EXAMPLE J, the upper limit is 310
In EXAMPLE J, the lower limit is 29°

3. Upper limits and lower limits

Sometimeg, the drafter does not write the perfect dimension with the
tolerance on the dimension line.
He/she does not write the perfect dimension.
He/she does not write the tolerance.
Instead, the drafter writes THE UPPER LIMIT ABOVE THE DIMENSION LINE and
THE LOWER LIMIT BELOW THE DIMENSION LINE.
Then, the machinist does not have to figure out the upper limit and lower
limit of the dimension.

cNz.N
THE UPPER LIMIT

THE LOWER LIMIT
I.

1 6 .;

12 ,



EXAMPLE. K

.

2.'752

2.748 .

2.752 THE UPPER LIMIT

2.748 THE LOWER LIMIT

In EXAMPLE K, the upper limit is 2.7524
In EXAMPLE K, the lower limit is 2.748 4

EXAMPLE L

I 1.505

1.545
ft

In EXAMPLE Li the upper limit is 1.505"
In,EXAMPEE'Lf the lower limit is 1.545"

1 160
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The drafter can write the upper limit and the lower limit on the dimension
line for decimal numbers.
He/she does not write the upper limit and the lower limit on the dimension

. line for fractional numbers.
He/she does not write the upper limit and lower limit on the dimension line
for angles.

SUMMARY

What is tolerance?

TOLERANCE is the amount of acceptable size variation of a dimension on a

part.

The symbol ± means PLUS (-0 OR MINUS (-)..

On blueprints, engineers and drafters use several ways to give the upper
limit and lower limit of every dimension:

1. Perfect dimension with tolerances
2. Tolerances in the title block
3. Upper limits and lower limits

-a



Machine Shop Fundamentals

5E

UNIT 5: Blueprint Reading

LESSON 5E: Title Blocks

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will write the coi-rect definition of a blueprint.
_-

2. The student will write the names of the'2 main parts of a
blueprint.

. The student will choose this technical information ...from a
title block on a blueprint:

a. The name and address of the company
b. The name of the finished part
c. The part number of the fini part
d. The number of t
e. The tolerance
f. The number quantity of the finished part

required
g. The materi 1 or kind of metal of the finished part
h. The scale of the finished part on the blueprint

PROCEDURES: 1. Read-the Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the teacher's Demonstration.
4. Do the Study Questions.
5. Do the Worksheets.
6. Do-the Review Questions.
7. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:
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INTRODUCTION

A blueprint is a picture of a finished part.

an

_

A blueprint gives 2 main kinds of\technical information:

1. The exact.shape of the finished part
2. The exact dimensions of the finished part

A blueprint also gives other technical information to make the finished part.

On a blueprint, the views, lines, and tolerances work together to show the
exact dimensions and exact shape of the finished part.

The machinist reads or inter'prets the views, lines, tolerances, and other
technical information on a blueprint to make the finished part.

TITLE BLOCKS

All blueprints have 2 main parts (general meaning):

1. The Body (Views, Dimensions)
2. The Title Block

. mArEput. I
Cord Acha $tem

cur FIaa Gum Soecwhos Coro
Counts% wm

TOLERAnCES lAILES3 OTHERweSE SPECrE0

P3C110111 INCVNINI ANWS

:"64 :Ms :10

LEAOSCREWt
AFIT N
4-10s 3C043274

The Body

The Title Block

On alllueprint, the TITLE BLOCK has technical information.necessary to make the

finished part.
Some title blocks have a little technycal information.

2



Some title blocks have a lot of technical information.
Different companies have different kinds of title blocks on their blueprints.
But, a blueprint always gives all the technical intOrmation to make the finished
part.

Some of the most important kinds of technical information in a title block

1. THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE COMPANY
2. THE NAME OF THE FINISHED PART
3. THE NUMBER OF THE BLUEPRINT
4. THE PART NUMBER OF THE FINISHED PART
5. THE TOLERANCES
6. THE NUMBER OR QUANTITY OF FINISHED PARTS REQUIRED
7. THE MATERIAL OR KIND OF METAL OF THE FINISHED PART ,

8: THE SCALE OF THE FINISHED PART ON THE BLUEPRINT

MATERIAL

Cold Rolled Steel -

Oty Req'd
I

Casting Specialties Corp.

Cedarburg, Wis.

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:

Fractions Decimals Angles

+1/64 + .005 +10
A,

LEADSCREW

PART N
4-106 30M3214 -,

1. In this title block, the name and address of the company is Casting
Specialties Corp., Cedarburg, Wis.

2. In this title block, the name of.the finished part is the leadscrew.

3. In this title block, the number of the blueprint is 30M3274.

are:

4: In this title.blogt, the part number'is 4-106.
Many blueprints use the abbreviation NO. or the symbol # for number.

5. Some dimensions on this blueprint have tolerances on the dimension line.
In this title block, the tolerances for dimensions without tolerances on
the dimension line are:

FRACTIONS + 1

6. In this title block, the
Different blueprints use
parts required.

DECIMALS + .005 ANGLES + 10

number or quantity of finished parts required is 1.
different abbreviations for the number of finished

Qty Req'd = Qpantity Required Qty = Quantity Req'd = Required
No.Req = Number Required Req = Required

7. In this title blocks the material or kind of metal of the finished part is
cold rolled steel.
Sometimes, blueprints use the abbreviation MAT'L fOr material.

3 16,)



DATE BY !An.
Akgriun

atEss OTHERWISE SPECFED
TOLERANCES ON DIMENSiONS ARE:

DECNAL DIVENS/ONS + .003

FRACTKNAL DIMENSIONS + At84.

ANGULAR DAVENS/ONS ± 1/2

THE COOTS CORP.

Chicago, N.

SUE PCATE

411
DRAWN enml M. Joinson

CIECXED 6/3/81 .I. Diaz OW
SO

PART * 351-T-283

APPROVED 6/9/ei- N. Paul *ALE 1/2%1' T327-5

1. *In this title block, the name of the finished part isithe slide plate.

2. In this title block, the part number is 351-1-283

3. In this title block, the number of the bluepeint is 1327-5

4. In this title block, the SCALE of the finished part on the blueprint is

1" = 1"

When the scale is 1" = 1" the drafter draws 1" on the blueprint for

each 1" on the finished part.
Many times, a finished part is too big or too small for the drafter to

draw the real or full size of the finished part'on the blueprint.

The drafter draws the finished part TO SCALE.
Maps and blueprints have scale.

On *this map, 1" equals 8 miles.
The real distance between Aurora and Hinckley is 16 miles.

On this map, the scale is 1" = 8 miles.

1

1%, 8 Miles



Title Block The Dimension
on the Blueprint

Scale 1"

7
= 11

Scale 2". = 1" [lc

Scale 1" = 1" or
FULL SIZE.

1

The Real Size
on the Finished Part

I [4

4'
1

Scale 1" ,"
2 1/4 2 1/4

I I I

Scale 2" = 1"

Scale 1" or

FULL SIZE

1/4 F4--- 1/4 4'

3/4 3/4

In this title block, the name of the company is Coots Corp.

6. Some dimensions on this blueprint have tolerances on the dimension line.
In this title block, the tolerances for dimensions without tolerances on

the dimension line are:

FRACTIONS + 1 DECIMALS + ANGLES + I°

T .

7. This title block gives the name of the d after and the date that he/she

drew the blueprint,

8. This title block gives the name of the inspector and the date that he/she

checked the blueprint.

9. This title block gives the name of the engineer or supervisor and the date

that he/she approVed the blueprint,

5 171



10. In this title block, the material or kind of metal of the finished part

is aluminum.
Sometimes blueprints use the abbreviation MAT'L for material.

11. In this title block, the number or quantity of finished parts required

is 50.

*A machinist carefully reads all the technical information on a blueprint.

If the machinist does not understand something on a blueprint, he/she asks
the teacher or foreman. A

SUMMARY

A blueprint is a picture of a finished part.

A blueprint gives 2 main kinds of technical information:

1. The exact shape of the finished part
2. The exact dimensions of the finished part

A blueprint also gives other technical information to make the finished part.

On a blueprint, the Views, lines, and t erances work together to show the

exact shape and exact dimensions of th finished part.

The machinift reads or interprets e views, lines, tolerances, and'other

technical information on a blueprint to make the finished part.

All blueprints have 2 main parts:

1. The Body (Views, Dimensions)
2. The Title Block

On a blueprint, the title block has technical information to make finished

parts.

Different companies-have different kinds of title blocks on their blueprints.

A blueprint always gives all the technical information fo make the finithed
part.

A machinist carefully reads all the technical information on a bluepriht.

If the machinistrdoes not understand something on a blueprint, he/she asks the

teacher or foreman.

6
/
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'Machine Shop Fundamentals

6A

UNIT 6: Layout
*MN

LESSQN 6A: Introduction to Layout

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will write the-torrect definition of layout.

2. The student will w;-ite the names of the 2/kfnds of layout.

i3. The student will rite the 3 steps to lay out a part.

PROCEDURES: 1. Read the.Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the teacher's Demonstration.
4. Do the Study Questions.'
5. Do the Review Questions.
6. Do the Self-Test.,

REFERENCES:



INTRODUCTION

A Skilled machinist uses machine tools to make a finished part.
-14

kmachinist must make accurate parts.
Accurate parts fit tooether with other parts.
Inaccurate parts do not fit together with other parts.-

A machinist must make accurate measurements to make accurate layouts.
Accurate layouts and accurate machine operations make accurate parts.

To make a finished part, the machinist usually follows these steps:

STEP'1. The machinist reads the blueprint of the finished part.

STEP 2. The machinist lays out the part.

STEP 3. The machinist sets up the machine tool.

STEP 4. The machinist runs the machine tool.

STEP 5. The machinist measures the,part to check the dimensions of
the part.

He/she compares the dimensions of the part to the blueprint
specifications.

LAYOUT

What is layout? -

Marking exact dimensions on a part is called LAYOUT.

The machinist marks an exact dimension on a part with a line.

This line is called a LAYOUT LINE.

There are 2 main kinds of layout:

1. Semiprecision Layout (Accurate to within + 1")

64-

2. Precision Layout (Accurate to within + 001")

For semiprecision layout, the machinist uses semiprecision measurement tools
and semiprecision layout tools.

For precision layout, the machinist uses precision measurement tools and
precision layout tools.

2 8
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LAYING OUT A PART

To lay out a part, a machinist follows these steps:

STEP 1. Clean the surfaces of the part.

STEP 2. Brush or spray layout dye on the part.

STEP 3. Mark the exact dimensions on the part
with layout lines.

STEP 1. Clean the surfaces on the part

For parts with smooth surfaces, the machinist must wipe off dirt, oil, grease,
or rust.

For parts with rough surfaces, such as castings, the machinist must use a
machine tool to clean up the rough surfaces on the part.
Here, clean up means

r

to make the rough surfaces on a part smooth with a
machine tdol.

4



STEP 2. Brush or spray layout dye on the part.

LAYOUT BLUE is like paint.

There ai.e many different kinds of layout blue for different kinds of metal.

Many times layout blue is called LAYOUT DYE.
The machinist brushes or sprays layout dye on the part.

STEP 3. Mark the exact dimentions on the part with layout lines.

The machinist reads the blueprint to find the exact dimensions of the finished

part.
He/she marks the exact dimensions on the p4rt with layout lines.
He/she uses measurement tools and layoilt totls to find the exact dimensions

and to.mark the laSiput lines,on the part.

4
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He/she uses semiprddsion measurement tools and semiprecision layout tools
for semiprecision accuracy and semiprecision layout. 4

He/she uses precision measurement tools and precision layout tools for
precision accuracy and precision.layout.

A machinist laid out these two parts.

t-

9
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Machine Stiop Fundamentals

6B

UNIT 6: Layout

LESSON 68: SemipreciSion Layout

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will write the correct definition of
layout.

2. The student will match the name of a semiprecision layout
tool to d picture of that layout tool.

3. The student will choose the correct layout tool from a
description of that layout tool.

P CEDURES: 1. Read the Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the teecher's Demonstration.
4. Do the Study Questions.
5. Do the Worksheets.
6. Do the Review Questions.
7. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:



INTRODUCTION

What is a.layout?

Marking exact dimensions on a part is called.layout.

The machinist marks an exact dimension on a part with a line.
This line is called a layout line.

For semiprecision layout, the machinist.uses semiprecision measurement
' tools and semiprecision layout tools.

For precision layout, the machinist uses:precision measurement tools and
precision layout tools.

To lay out a part, a machinist follows these steps:

STEP 1. Clean the surfaces on the part.

STEP,2. Brush or spray layout dye on the part.

STEP 3. Mark the eltact dimensions on.the part with layout lines.

SEMIPRECISION LAYOUT

The machinist reads the blueprint to find tpe exact dimensions bf the
finished part.

For most layout work; the machinist uses a 'SURFACE PLATE.

A surface plate is very flat apd smooth.
Most surface plates'Ire flatto + .000014'



The machinist marks an exact dimension or i. a part with a line.
Many times, the machinist uses a SCRIBER to mark an exact dimension on a
part.

A scriber marks a line on the Part.
Jhis line is called a layout line.
A scriber has a very sharp point.

Sometimes the machinist uses a 6" rule and a scriber to lay out-a part.

\ '

4



For round parts, the machinist sometimes uses a 6"ru1e, a scriber, and

KEYSEAT CLAMPS.

The machinist can also use a combination square to lay out parts.

16
1

IsE I.

31 41 51 61 71 f 81 91 110 111 f
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A.combiption square has a 900 corner and a 450 corner.

Ar 4



The machinist lays out parts with the combination square.

The machinist l,ays out 450 angles on parts with the combination square.

5 pi2 ,:



The machinist lays out the depth of a slot with the combination square.

The machinist lays out the center of a round (cylindrical) part with a
CENTER HEAD.

Center head

1111111'
1 1.

1111111'
1 01

1111111' 11111111
6

1111111'
9 1

1411111'
L

11 11111'
9 '

:111,ELL11-1,1didladdialiadithhhLhOdidildAhhil7:

,t4

. ,
Z 1

..---.,.....,
.. . 10 1 1
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The machipist uses a HERMAPHRODITE CALIPER to lay out parts.
The machinist lays out an exact dimension on a round part with a hermapbrodite

_411 caliper and a 12" rule.

I ,If 11.1111
I ' I

The machinist lays out an exact dimension on a part with a hermaphrodite
caliper and a 6" rule.

r 11111 [Ili lf

I

31,

7



The machinist lays out an exact dimension on a part with a hermaphrodite

caliper and a 6" rule.

The machinist lays out the center of a round part wIth a hermaphrodite caliper

and a 6" rule.

r"

8 '

f

1 -

4.



Sometimes, the machinist uses a PUNCH and a hammer to lay out exact dimensions

on a part:

(;41. layout, there are 2 kinds of punches:

1. THE PRICK PUNCH
2. THE CENTER PUNCH

1-111=6;<<7
Center with

Prick punch

The prick punch has a 300 point.
The center punch has a 900 point.

The machinist uses a prick punch and a hammer to lay out the center of a
radius or the center of a circle.

IFirst, the machinist lays out the center of a radius_or the center of a circle.-
Then, he/she marks the center with a prick punch anil etammer.

9
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-

4 Last, the machinist useiVIVIDERS to lay out the radtds on the part.
.

S.

a

.i

/
t

The machinist also uses dividers to lay out circles,onyarts%

io
1.17

®

x

0 . i

,
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To' lay out a hole, first the machinist lays out the cfimter,of tkle hole,

Thenhe/she marks the center of the hole with a center punch and a timmer.
He/she uses the hammer to make a dent in the part with the center p ch.

4..

411
The dent in the.part wilt guide the drill bit to the center of the hole.



Sometimes, the machinist uses an ANGLE PLATE to hold a part for layout.

Companies make angle plates to very exact specifications. .

Angle plates have a 900 corner.

Sometimes, the mapinist use a SURFACE GAGL and a scriber to lay out exact

dimensions on a part. .

-

- a

::;-"

First,the machinist adjusts the ;criber on the surface gage to the correct

dimension.
Then, he/she marks the.exact dimension on the part.

9



Hgre, the machinist uses an angle plate and,a surface gageand scriber to
. lay out an exact,dimension on a part.

1

13



Machine Shop Fundamentals

6C

gNIT 6: Layout

LESSON 6C: Precision Layout

,OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will write the correct definition of layout.

2. The student will match the name of a precision layout
tool to a picture of that layout tool.

3. The student will_choose the correct precision layout tool
from a description of that layout tool.

0

PROCEDURES: 1. Read the Objectives,.
2. -Read'the Lesson.

1° 3. Watch the teacher's Dqmonstration.
4. Do the Study'QUestion.
5. Do tile Worksheets.

6. Do the Review Questions.
7. Do.the Self-Test.

4 REFERENCES:
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INTRODUCTION .

What is layout?

Marking exact dimensions on a part is called-layout._

The machinist-marks an exact dimension on d-part with a line..
This line is called a layout line.

_

For semiprecision layout, the machinist uses semiOecision measurement
tools and seihiprecision layout tools.

-For precision layout, the machinist uses precision measurement tools and
precision layout todls.

To lay out a part, a machinist follows these steps:

STEP 1. Clean the surfaces on the part.

STEP 2. Brush or spray layOut dye on the part.'

STEP 3. Mark the exact dimensions on the part'with layout lines.

.,PRECISION LAYQUT

The machinist reads the blueprint to find the exact dimensions of the finished
,

part.
For precision layout, the machinist uses a SURFACE PLATE.

,

'

A surface plate is yery'flat and smooth.,
Most surface plates are flat to + .00001,-

2



For Most precision layout, the mactiini.st uses a VERNIER HEIGHT G4E and a

surface plate.

The vernier height gage has a scriber.

4,

The machinist s4ts the scriber to lay out an exact dimension on a part. ,

3 193



\
4.

Here, the machinist used an angle plate, 2 C-clamps, and a "Jo" Block

to hold a part on the surface plate:

s.

CClamps

b, Angle Plate

? ..

First, the machinist read the blueprint to find the exact dimension of
the part. .

Then, he/she set up'the part on the surface pfate with an angle Plate, 2-
C-clamps, and a "Jo" Block.
Next,he/she Set the vernier height gage to the exact dimension.
Last,-he/she marked the exact dimension on the part. #

4 9.;

.1)7
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The Machinist uses a MACHINIST'S SQUARE to lay out straight lines, 900

.
corners, and parallel lines on a part.
The machinist's square is more accurate than the climbillation square.

The machinist uses 'a VERNIER PROTRACTOR to lay out angles on-a part.
The vernier protractor has a vernier plate. .

The vernier protractor is more accurate than the bevel protractor-
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Sometimes, the,machinist uses a DIAL INDICATOg to set up the part before
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he/she lays out the part:
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Machine Shop Fundamentals
/-

7A

UNIT /: Bench Tools

LESSON 7A: Wrenches, Pliers, nd Screwdrivers

OBJECTIVES: 1. 'The student will wrtte the 3 ways a machinist uses bench
tools.

2. The student will match the correct naMe of a wrench.to a
picture of that wrench.

3. The student will m4ch the correct name of a pair of pliers

. , to a picture of that pair of pliers.

4. The student will mitch the correct name of a screwdriver to .

a picture of that screwdrtver.

,

5. The student will choose the cprrect safety rules forusing
wrenches,-pliers and screwdrivers.

PROCEDURES: 1. Read the Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the teacher's Demdnstration.
4, Do the Study Questions.
5. Do Ihe Worksheets.

40 t'it

-6. Do the Review Questions.,

7. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:

.4/
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INTRODUCTION

T.4e machinist usds BENCH TOOLS (hand tools) to do Many different taslv (jobs)..
He/she uses 15ench tools in 3 ways:

1. _To set up madhine tools
2. To do operations with a machine tool

(The machinist uses pench,toeols togetheriwith
*m4chine tools to do an operation.)

3. To do operations by hand

Tee machinist must choose the correct bench tool for eachtask.''
. He/she must learn how to use each bench tool Correctly. ,

He/she must follow the safety rules for each bench tool.
He/stig must practice using each bench tool.,

Many times, the ma chinist must 1 en and iighten bolts, nuts, setscrews
and screws to set 0 a machine too or to. adjust a Machine tool.

To Toosen and ti,ghten bolts, nuts, etscrews and screws, the zachinist many

times'uses these bench tools: ,

1. Wrenches
2. PIierS
3. Screwdrivers

WRENCHES .

4

'There are many different.kinds and sizes of wrenches.
Most wrenches have sizes in inches ( 1 5 1) or in millimeters (4.5mm,

1..
. 9mm, 12mm). , 4, 1-67, -2-

;;;..,

2
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Some machine tools have special nuts or special bolts.
These special nuts and bolts do not ave square.heads or heogonal heads.
The machinist uses a SPANNER WRENCH to loosen and tighten these Oecial nuts .

' and special bolts.

SPANNER*WRENCHES

4

SETSCREW WRENCHES (Allen Wrenches or Hex Keys)

The machinilst must choose the correct 1.4rench for the job.

4 ,21.5



SOCKET WRENCHES -

.,

PIRE WRENCHES

,

..

,

t

ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES (Crescent Wrenches)

I

a

.1

4

,

Always pull the handle of the adjustable wrench toward the adjustable jaw,'

w

./
5

/
20

e
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PLIERS -

There are many different kinds and 'sizes of pliers.

Pliers are not wrenches.
. .

The machinist does not use pliers instead of wrenches.

,

Always choose the correct.bench tool for each task.

The machini&cuses pliers -to 'hold small parts, to bend small parts, and to cut

metal wire.

.,

COMBINATION PLIERS

NEEDLE NOSE PLIERS

DIAGONAL PLIERS,

.,

i

2./

#

21) m
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SCREWDRIVERS
,

There are many different kinds and stizesof screwdrivers.:
The machinist uses a screwdriver to loosen and to tighten,screws.

Most icrewdrivers have 3 main parts:

1. THE HANDLE
2. THE SHANK
3. THE BLADE ,

.#

Blade

/

Shank

IC STANDARD SCREWDRIVERS

(ID

Handle

There are many sizes and lengths of standard screwdrivers.

PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVERS

There are many sizes and lvngths of Phillips sceewdrivers.



4

OFFSET SCREWORIVM

The machinist muit choose the correct screwdriver for the job.'
He/she MUst mat.ch the screwdriver blade to the headsof the screw.

4

Incorrect . Incorrect Correct. .

If the blade of the standard screwdriver is worn, the macenfst must grind
(sharpen) the blade to the correct,specifications.-

#

8
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SAFETY RULES
i.,

1. Alwkys.wear your safety glasses.

2. Learn, how to correctly use a bench tool before you use it.

.r,
3. Ch00% the correct bench tool for the task.

1=4.

Wrenches

4. Choosethe correct wrench fof-the task.
af

5. Choose 4 correct size wrench for the task.
I.

6. Always 011 dn'a wrench.
.

7. Do not hit a wrench with a hammer.

Pliers

8. Do not use a pair of pliers when you should use a wrench.

s
. Screwdrive

T

s

/

.

.

9. Choo 9e the correct screwdriver for the task.

10. Choose the correct size screwdriver blade for the head of the screw.

11. -Do not use a screwdriver with a worn blade.

12. Do not use A screwdriver like a chisel.

13. Do notliif.a Screwdriver with a hammer.

14. Do not use a screwdriver to pry things open.

sr

MIN

2
9 0



SUMMARY

The machinist uses bench tools (hand tools) to do many, different tasks (jobs).

He/she uses bench tools )/3 waysi

1. To set up machine tools
2. To do operations with a machine tool

(The machinist uses bench tools together with -

'machine tools to do an operation.)
3. To do operations V. hand.

The machinist must dhopse'the correct bench tool for each task.
, He/she must learn how .to use.each bench tool correctly.
He/she must follow the safety rules for each bench tool.
He/she must practice using each bench tool.

Many times, the machinist must loosemand tighten bolts, nuts, setscrews
and screws to set up a machine-tool or to adjust a.machine tool.
To loosen and tighten bolts, nuts, setscrews and screws, the machinist many
times uses these bench tools:

1. WRENCHES
Open End Wrenches
Box End Wrenches
Combination Wrenches
Spanner Wrenches
Setscrew Wrenches (Allen Wrenches or Hex Keys)
Socket Wrenches A'

Pipe Wrenches
Adjustable Wrenches (Crescent Wreec

2. PLIERS
Combination Pliers
Needle Nose Plidrs

. Diagonal Pliers

3. SCREWDRIVERS
Standard Screwdrivers '

Phillips Screwdrivers
Offset Secrewdrivers

10.

9
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UNIT 7: Bench Tools

LESSON 7B: .Vises, -ClampS, and V-Oocks
r

4
%

AP OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will match.the name of a vise to a picture
of that vise.

2. The student will match the name of a clamp to a piTture
of that clamp.

1

3. The student will match the name of a V-block to a picture
of that V-block.

PROCEDURES: 1. Read the Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the teacher's Demonstration.
4., Do the Study Questions.
5. Do the Worksheets.
6. Do the Review Questions.
7. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:
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INTRODUCTION
.. to

The machinist uses BENCH TOOLS (hand tools) to do many different tasks.
He/she uses bench tools in 3 ways:

1. -To set up machine tools
-

2. To.do operations with a machine tool (The rhachinist
uses bench tools together iiitli machine ..toolt to do
an pperation.)

3. To do dperations by hand

The machinist Must Choose the correct'bench tool for each task.

He/she must learn how to correctly use each bench tool.

He/she must follow the safety rules for each bench tool.

He/she must practice using each bench tool.

Many times, the mtchinist uses benqh tools to hold parts.
To hold parts, th'ere are 3 main_kinds of bench tools:

1. VIS*ES

2. CLAMPS

3. V-BLOCKS

i

I

. )

In some textbooks, vises, clamps,'and V-blocks are called CLAMPING DEVICES
or WORK HOLDING DEVICES. .'

1



VISES

Theretre many diffePent kinds a'nd sizes of vises.

I t
Jaws

V

This is a BENCH VLSE. .

This bench vise has a solid base.

Jaws

This i's\Also a BENCH VI$E.
This bencti vise has a swivel base.

3 2 0

a



The jaws of a bench vise are very hard. 1.4,

. .

The jaws wi 1 scratch, dent, and-datage parts made of soft metals.
The jaws wi11 scratch, dent, and damage smooth surfaces on par'ts.

. ,
. ,

Caps

I Jaws

'.14any times, the machinist puts CAPS over the jaws of the bench vise.
The caps protect parts made of soft metals, and they protectspooth surfaces
on parts.

Sometimes, the machinist uses WOOD BLOCKS to hold the part in the jaws of a

bench vfise.

4 21')



CLAMPS

There are many different kinds and sizes af CLAMPS.
The most common clamp is the C-CLAMP.

4AMMUNI

Sometimes, the machinist Uses a PARALLEL CLAMP to'hold small Oarts.

411 The jaws of the parallel clamp must be pirallel to hold the part tightly

5
2 I
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V-BLOCK

Many times, the machinist uses a V-BLOCK and a clamp to hold a,round part.
A

'

0
SUMMARY

Many times, the mach,fnist'Uses bench tools to hold parts.
" To hold parts, there are 3 main kinds of bench tools,:

-

1. VISES
Ben0t vises with a solid base
Bench vises with a swivel base

2. CLAMPS
C-clamps
Parallel clamps

3. V -BLOCKS

6
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40e. Bench Tools

LES

,

N 7C: HacksaWs and Hacksaw Blades
$

3)
' 4

S
It 0'

OBJECTIVES: 1: The student will write the correct definition of pitch
for a hacksaw blade.

. 1

2. The student will choose correct'pitch of a hacksaw blade
from a picture of the hacksaw blade and the part;

A

3. The student will choose the correct position to set Up
a part'in a Nise from a picture of the part and the vise.

4. The student will choose the correct safety rules to use
hacksaws.

PROCEDURES:4P1. Read the Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the teacher's Demonstration.
4. Do the Study Qpestions.
5. DO the Workshdets.
6. Do the Review Questions.
7: Do the Selt-Test.

REFERENCES:
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INTRODUCTION -

.
. v. ,

The machinist uses BENCH TOOLS (hand tools) to do many different tasks.
He/she ,uses bench tools in 3 ways:

N
f

1. To set up machine tooTs
2. To do operatiOns wjth a machine tool ,

(The machinist uses bench tools together with machine tools to .. P

do ah operation.)
-,...

3. To do operations by hand.

The machinist must choose the corredt bench tool forjach task.
.-/

He/she must learn how to correctly use eadh bench.,to41.

He/she muSt follow the safety rules for each benctt tool.

He/she must practice using tach bench tool.

,ometimes, the machinist must saw a 'metal part bY hand.

To saw metal parts by hand, the machinist uses a HAND HACKSAW.

HACKSAW

A
/

Hacksaw Blade

4
-.

The machinist uses a hand hacksaw to.saw differe34kinds of metals.

221 ;
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HACKSAW BLADES

Hacksaw blades are very hard and very brittle.
*

Hacksaw blades cut in only one direction.

,

,

,

I

-e"

011

-4-----77L"

,

I

j

(

The machinist uses most of the teeth on the hacksaw blade to make a good,
fast cut.

,
CORRECT

INCORRECT

3 ®



The iiachinist must choose the correct hacksaw blade fol- each task.

The machinist must think about 2 factors to choose the correct hacksaw blade:
v

1. The kind of metal ofthe part
2. The shape and thickness of the part

The machinist must choose a hacksaw blade with the correct PITCH for each task.

Pitch

1" I

3

ldiliali

ii III 1

Ruler

!lift

The number of teeth in one inch on the hacksaw blade is called PITdH.

Companies make hacksaw blades with 4 standard pitches:

KIND OF METAL
TO BE CUT

PrTCH OF THE BLADE
(TEETH PER INCH)

.

KIND OF PITCH

Low Carbon Steel
Medium Carbon Steel

14 Coarse Pitch

Aluminum
High Carbon Steel
Cast Iron

18 Medium Pitch

,

,

Tip

Brass
Copper
Channel Iron

.

, 24

.

, Fine Pitch

- .

Thin Metals 32
,

Very Fine Pitch

4,
4

2 1
....

,
0

,



The machinist must also look at the shape and thickness of the part to
choose a hacks'aw blade with the correct pitch.

CORRECT PITCH

I.

ffirAn

INCORRECT PITCH

0 /is

0 0

1//
/1714/1,

0

The correct pitch for each part has 2 or more teeth on the part at all times.
Less than 2 teeth on the part will break the teeth on the hacksaw blade.
But, too many teeth on the part will clog the teeth with metal chips.



CORRECT INCORRECT

.44.114N1141144.4*÷P.c41444.1411
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Teeth Sats

The teeth on hacksaw blades have different TEETH SETS.

Raker

Wave

The teeth make a cut or slot ill the part.
This cut or slot in the part is called the SAW KE'RF.

The saw kerf in- the metalmust be a little large)" than

hacksaw blade. -

This cut' gives the hacksaw blade CLEARANCE,
If the hacksaw:blade does not have good clgai.anea, the

cut' thé part.

the thickness of the.

hacksaw blade canno,t1

O

4
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HOLDING THE PART

4

To make a good cut with a hacksaw, the part must not move.
Most of the time, the machinist uses a bench vise to hold the part.
To make a good cut and not break the teeth on theilacksaw blade, the
machinist must correctly set up the part in the bench vise.

Sometimes, the machinist must cut thin pilling and thin metals:
He/she uses wood blocks and wood dowels to set up the part in the bench vise.

Vise Wood Dowel

Wood Blocks

220
8
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SAFETY RULES

1. Always wear your safety glasses.

2. Learn how to correctly use a bench tool before you use it.

3. Choose a hacksaw blade with the correct pitch for each task.

4. Do not twist or bend a hacksai4 blade.
It will break if you twist or bend it.

, 5. Always use a bench vise to hold the part tightly

6. Do not use a hacksaw with a dull blade.

.7. Do not touch a part immediately after you saw it.
!Sawing makes the part very hot.

,

.

\

/

-
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e
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UNkl : Benth Tools

LESSON 7D: Hammers, Chisels,, and Punche

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student will match the name of a hammer to a picture
of that haMmer.

2. The student will match the name of a ?risel to a picture
of that chisel.

3. The student will match the name of a punch to a picture
of that punch.

PROCEDURES: 1. Read tbe Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the teacher's temonstration.
4. Do the Study Questions.
5. Do the Worksheets.
6. Do the Review Questions.

.-
7. DO the Self-Test.

. REFERENCES:



INTRODUCTION,

'The machiniSt uses BENCH TOOLS (hand tools) to do many different tasks.

He/she' uses bench tools in 3 ways:

1: To set up machine tools -,

2. To do operations with a machine tool
(The machinist uses bench tools together with
machine tools to do an operation.)

3. To do operations by hand.

The machinist must choose the correct bench tool for each task.

He/she must learn how'to correctly use each bench tool.

He/she must follow the safety rules for each bench tool.

He/she must practice using each bench tool.

Ip this lesson,,you will.learn about these bench tools:

1.' Hammers

2. Chisels
3. Punches

HAMMERS

In the machine shop, there are two main kilcd: of hammers:
z.

1. Hammers with a hard face
2. Hammers with soft faces

1. Hammers with a hard face

A BALL PEEN HAMMER has a very hard face.

Ball Peen

2 2 2 3

le+

*ft
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Many times, the machinist uses the face of the ball peen hammer to hit other
bench too.ls oe some metal parti.

Sometimes, thqHmachinist uses the ball peen end of the ball peen hammer
to PEEN parts.

Ball Peen End

3

auk



The size Of a ball peen hammer is how .much'the head of the hammer weighs,

without the wood handle.

2 oz.
12 oz. ,

Most common sizes of ball peen hammers are 2 oz. (ounces), 4 o2., 8 oz.,

12 oz., 16 or 1 lb. (pound), 1 1 lb., 1 1 lb., 2 lbs., and 3 lbs.'

,
4 2

.

16 oz.

2. Hammers with soft faces

Hammers with soft' faces are made from plastic, rubber, 1-ea4ycopper or

rawhide.

Some textbooks call a hammer with soft faces a MALLET.

22t-j-
4
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`Most of the time, the machinist uses hammers with soft faces to set up

machine tools, to set up parts, and to assemble (put together) different

:parts.
When the' machinist does not want to scratch, dent, or daniage a surface on

a part, he/she uses a hammer with soft fac6s.

(
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CHISELS

The mtchinist uses CHISELS and ball peen hammer to cut extra metal from
A part.

Because chisels cut cold , some textbooks and machinists call them
"COLD" CHISELS.
In the machine ihop, cutting metal with a chisel is sometimes called
CHIPPING.

The machtnist usually uses a vise to hold the part.

There are 4 main kinds of chisels:

1. THE FLAT CHISEL
2. THE CAPE CHISEL
3. THE ROUND NOSE CHISEL
4. THE DIAMOND MINT CHISEL

1. ,TkiE,FLAT CHIEL

The flat chisel has a 0° 700 point.

1,4

s-

The machinist uses a flat chisel for general cutting and chipping work.

Z%7



The machinist uses a flat chisel to cut off sharp edges on a part, to cut
thin pieces of metal, to cut off the heads of rivets or bolts, and to cut

411 off rusty nuts.

a

410 e

r--,

2. TkIE CAPE CHISEL A*
,T e cape chisel has a 400 700 point but the cape chisel is narrower
t an the flat chisel.

.

The machinist uses a cape chisel *like a flat chisel.
He/she:tan also cut narrow grooves in parts withsa cape chisel.

228
7



3. THE ROUND NOSE CHISEL

4

. . . ...
- ofeV .A4.-40.d 41111111111111111111U

. V4110-1:1. n A.'s.
. . . . .

WIIHMHOHOHNHIIIHM:

The machinist uses the round nose.chisel to cut a radius on an inside corner

of a part and to cut grooves with round bottoms in a part. .

8
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4. THE DIAMOND POINT CHISEL

N

*.istZ.V.Y.u....7=ifk.1,4i. :741111111111111111111111m,

HIMIIIIIMUfflumm..-

7

.:,

The machinist uses the diamond point chisel to cut a 900 corner on an inside
corner of a part and to cut V-grooves in a part.

230
9



After the machinist hits a chisel with a ball peep hammer many times, the
chisel gets a MUSHROOM HEAD.

INCORRECT CORRECT

,

.Achtsel-with a mushroomhead-is-very dangerous.
The machinist must grind off the mushroom head on a chisel.

When the point of i chisel gets dull, the machinist must grind the point of
the chiselto the correct specifications.
A dull chisel ii*Aangerous. .

- 23i
-7
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PUNCHES

The machjnist uses PUNCHES and a ball peen hammer to mark the center of a
radius, the center of a circle, and the center of a hole.

There are 2 main kinds of punches:

1. THE PRICK PUNCH
2. THE CENTER PUNCH

(7
1. THE PRICK PUNCH

The prickjunch has a 300 - 600 point.

The machinist uses"'the prick punch to mark the center of a radius and the
center of a-circle.



001-`

2. THE CENYER PUNCH

r

The center punch has a 90P point.

a

The machinist uses the center punch to mark the center of a hole.
The point of the center punch makes a dent in the part.
The dent in the part guides the drill bit to the center of the hole.

12 23j



SAFETY RULES'

Always wear your safety glasses.

2.4 Learn hqw to correctly use a ):sench tool before you use it.

3. Choose the correct bench tool for the task.

Hammers

4. Do nqt hit the tafe of one hammer with the face of another hammer.

5. Ma* sure the hdaa of the hammer is tight on the handle of the hammer.

6. Hit parts and other bench tqo)s at 900 with the face of the hammer.

7. Carefully put the hammer on the,ben0.
Do not put a hammer on a machine tool.
The Kammer can fall and hit your foot.
The hammer can fall and crack its face.

Chisels and punches

Do not use a chisel or a punch with a mushroom head.
Grind off the mushroom head before you use the chisel or punch.

9. Do not use a dull chisel or a dull punch.

10. Hold a chisel or a punch correctly.
If you miss the head of the chisel or punch with the hammer, you do not
want to hit-your fingers.

13 234
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UNIT 7: , Bench Tools

LESSON 7E: Files

=

OBJECTIVES: 1. The itudent wif/1 match the name of the shape of a file to
i picture of,the shape of that file.

2. The student will match the name of the cut of teeth of a
file to a picture of the cut of teeth of that ,file.

3. The student will match the name of the degree of coarseness
of a file to a picture of the dpgree of coarseness ofsthat
file.

% 4. The student'will match the name of the filing method to a
picture of thit filing method.

5. The student will choose the correct safety rules-to use

files.

PROCtDURES: 1. Read the Objectives.

2. Read the Lesson.
3. Watch the teacher's Demonstration:
.4. Do the Study Questions.
5. Do the Worksheets.
6. Do the Review Questions.
7. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:



INTRODUCTION

The machinist uses BENCH TOOLS (hand tools) lo do many different tasks.
He/she uses bench tools in 3 ways:

1. To set up machine tools
2. To-do operations with a machine tool

(The machinist uses bench tools together with machine.tools to
do an operation.)

3. To do operations di hand'

The machinist must choose the correct bench tooyor each task.

He/she must learn how to cdrrectly use eich bench tool.-

He/she must follow the safety rules for each bench tool.

He/she must practice using each benc tool.

Many times, the machinist mutt remove burrs on,parts, remove sharp edges on
parts, and make smooth surfaces on parts by hand.

4.

The machinist uses FILES to remove burrs, remove sharp edges onparts, and
make smooth surfaces on parts by hand.
The machinist must choose the correct file for each task.

2 236
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FILES

There ate hundreds of different kinds, shape5, and sizes of files.

Parts:of a File

Point
Face Edge Heel

Tang

Kinds of Files

Length
ExclusiVe of Tang

There are 5 main kinds of files:
,

1. MACHINISTPS FILES
2. MILL:FILES
3., SWISS PATTERN FILES or JEWLER'S FILES

RASP FILES
5. SP5CIAL PURPOSE FILES

In the machine shop, the machinist usually uses machinist's files and mill
files.

For each kind of file, there are differtnt shapeso different cuts of teeth,
and different degrees of coarseness.

s
Shapes of Files

FLAT MLLAR SQUARE 3-SQUARE

MOM.
KNFE HALF ROUND

41111.
CROSSING

3 237

ROUND.
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To choose the cor t file for a task, the machinist must think about the
finished part:

1. The shape of the face on-the'finished part
(flat, square, roun a radius)'

2. The m4erial of the patst
3. The amount of material to file off
4. The kind of surface on the finished part

(very smooth, smooth, ... rough)

For each task', the machinist must choose the correct kind of file.
Then he/she chooses a file with:

-,the correct shape .

- the correct cpt of teeth
- the correct degree of coarseness

USING 4A FILE

,

Always use a file with a handle.

,

NEVER Use a file without a handle.

T e machinist usually uses a bench vise to hold the part fdr filing.

emember, in the machine shop, the machinist usually uses the machinist's files
and mill files.

A ftle cuts in only one direction.
The machinist uses the majority of the teeth of the file to remove metal.

5233



Holding a File

The machinist must correctly hold a file.

The machinist uses 2 handi, to hold a file.

FILING METHODS

The machinist uses 3 main filing methods:

1. Thi Cros Filing Method

2. The Straight Filing Method

3. The Draw Filing Method

1. The Cross Filing Method,

The machinist uses the cross filing method to remove large amount of,materia1.41,

The surface of the part is rough.

6 2 4 0 0
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2. The Straight Filing Method

0

The machinist uses the straight filing method to remove medium to small
amounts of material.4
The surface of the part can be rougp or smooth.

3. The Draw Filing Method

410
The machinist uses the draw filing method to remove smel to very small
amounts of material.
The surface of the part is very smooth.

4MP*
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Cleaning a file

Metal chirn clog the teeth of a file.
Then, the teeth of the file do not cut.
Also, the metal'chips scratch the part. 1,

Frequently, the machinist must cleaR the Tile.
.The machinist uses a FILE BRUSH to clean the file.
NEVER use your hands to clean a file.

SAFETY RULES

1. Always wear your safety glasses.

2. Learn how to correctly use a bench tool before you use it.

3. Choose the correct file for the task.
/ .

4. Do not use a file without a handle. 1

5. Use a file brush to clean a file.
Do not use your hands to clean a file.

6. Do not drop a file.

7. Do not carry files in your pocket.
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UNIT 7:

-

.-

Bench Tools

LESSON 7F: Taps and Dies

iso

:.,

OBJECTIVES: 1. The student.will write the correct definition of tapping.

. 2. The student.wiil write the correct definition of threading.
,

'3. The student will match the names of the parts of a
screw thread to a picture of a screw thread.

..""
.

4. The student will write the correct major diameter and

, corrett threads per inch from a thread specificatidn.
,

5. The student will write the correct thread form and
correct.thread fit from a thread specification.

l

6. The student will choose the correct methods to measure
internal threads and external threads.

PROCEDURES: 1. Read the Objectives.
2. Read the Lesson.
3. Itätch the teacher's Demonstration.'
4. Do the,Study Questions.
5. Do the Worksheets.
6. D4 the Review Questions.
7. Do the Self-Test.

REFERENCES:
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INTRODUCTION

The machinist uses BENCH TOOLS (hand tools) to do many dfferent tasks.
He/she uses bench tools in 3 ways:

1: To set up machine tools
2. To do operations with a machine tool

(He/she uses bench tools together with machine tools
3. To do operations by hand

\

The machinist must choose the correct.bench tool for each task.

He/she must learn how to correctly.use each bench tool.

He/she must follow the safety rules for each bench tool.

He/she must practice using each bench tool.

Many times, the machinist must cut THREADS in a hole in apart.
Many times, he/she must cut THREADS on the outside of a'part.
There, are two main kinds of threads:

1. INTERNAL THREADS (on the inside of a holt)

2. EXTERNAL THREADS (on the outside of a part)

The machinist can cut threads with a machine tool or by hand.

To cut threads 'by hand the machinist uses:

1. TAPS

2. DIES

TAPS

Taps are very hard and brittle.
The machinist uses TAPS to cut internal threads.
Cutting internal threads is called TAPPING.

There are 4 main kinds of taps:

1. TAPER TAPS

2. PLUG TAPS
3. BOTTOMING TAPS
4. PIPE TAPS

,

2
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TAPER TAPS

8710 Thread chamfer

X-,

The machinist uses a taper tap to cut threads in holes that go completely
through a part.

PLUG TAPS

3-5 Thread chamfer

The machinist uses a plug tap to 9ut threads in holes that go completely
through a part and in blind holes.
(Remember, a blind hole -does not go completely through the part.)
To cut threads in a blind hole, first the machinist uses a taper tap to start
the threads.

Then he/she uses a plug tap.
The plug tap does not cut threads all the way to the bottom of the blind hole.

3 245
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BOTTOMING TAPS

iii
1 1/2 Thread chamfer

4.

The machinist uses a bottoming tap to cut threads in blind boles.

First, he/she uses a taper tap to start the threads.
Then he/she uses a plug tap to cut more threads.
Finally, he/she uses a bottoming tap.
The bottoming tap cuts threads all the way to the bottom of the blind hole.

PIPE TAPS

There are 2 types of,pipe taps:

a. TAPER PIPE TAPS
6%. .STRAIGHT PIPE TAPS

11:1ME.--1111110
. TAPER PIPE TAP (NPTF),

STRAIGHT PIPE TAP (NPSF)

The machinist uses pipe taps to cut pipe thi4eads.

246
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Special Types of Taps

For some tapping'tasks, the machinist must use special taps.

InInutentiosomi
4MME11111111111W/

The machinist uses an EXTENSION TAP when other taps are too-short.

The machinist uses a PULLEY TAP to tap holes in pulleys.

TAP WRENCHES

The machinisi usgs a T-HANDLWAP0MRENCH or an ADJUSTABLE TAP WRENCH to hold

taps.

I*"

5
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The machinist use DIES to cut external thr:eads on parts.
Cutting external threads is called THREADING.
There are 2 main kinds of dies:

1. -SOLID DIES
2. ADJUSTABLE DIES

SOLID DIES

a

Most of the time the machinist does not use solid dies in the machine shop.

ADJUSTABLE DIES

There are 2 types of adjustable dies:

a. ADJUSTABLE ROUND DIES
b. TWO-PART ADJUSTABLE DIES

2



'
The machinfst uses taPs to cut internal threads in parts.
He/she taps holes in parts.

The machinist uses dies to cut external threads on parts.
He/she threads parts.

The machinist uses a DIE STOCK (DIE HOLDER) to hold dies.

- THREADS

There are two main kinds of internal and external threads:

1. Right Hand- (RRI Threads
2. Left Hand (LH) Threads

In the machine shop, most machine tools and parts have right hand threads.
Some machine tools and parts have left hand threads.
Usually, the letters LH are on a part, a bolt, or a nut with left hand threads.
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Many different companies make bolts,nnuts, and parts With threads.
The threads must bd the same so different parts from different compdnies
will fit together. :

Many companies-use the UNIFIED NATIONAL THREAD Form.

Wnified national threads

American national threads

600 Vee threads

Acme threads

These are the abbreviations for Unified National ihreads:

Unified National Coarse (UNC)
Unified National Fine (UNF)
Unified National Extra Fine (UNEF)
Unified National 8-Pitch (8 UN)
Unified National 12-Pitch (12 UN)
Unified National 16-Pitch (16 UN)

8
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The machinist must know the PARTS OF SCREW THREADS.

Parts of Screw Threads

2r

4-- Depth

Thread

angle



MAJOR DIAMETER - The major diameter is the outside diameter of external threads.

MINOR DIAMETER - The minor diameter is thd smallest diameter of-the thread.

PITCH DIAMETER - The pitch diameter is halfway between the-major diameter and
- minor diameter.

The pitch lines go through the threads and the grooves.
The distance through the.threads and thirough the,grooves is
the same.

PITCH - Pitch is the distance between an exact place on one thread and
the same.exact place on the next thread.

Pitch = or Number of threads 1

Number of per inch Pita
threads per inch

ROOT - The root is the bottom or base of the thread.
The machinist measures the minor diameter at the roots of the
threads.

CREST - The crest is the top of the.thread.
The machinist measures the major diameter at the crest of the
'threads.

a

THREAD ANGLE - The thread angle is the angle between two threads.

DEPTH OF THREADS - Th depth of threads is the vertical distance between the
crest and the root of the thread.

LEAD

Screw Thread Fits

- The lead is the distance a nut will move in one revolution
on threads.

There are three kinds of thread fit:

Class 1 - LooseJFit
Class 2 - Medium Fit
Class 3 - Tight Fit

The three kinds of Oread fit use the letters A and B:

A is for external threads.
B is for internal threads.

For example:

Class 1 A means loose fit for external threads
Class 2 B means' medium fit for internal threads.
Class 3 Bjeans tight fit for internal threads.
Class 3 A means tight fit for external threads.

25 -1
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THREAD SPECIFICATIONS

The machinist reads a blueprint to find the thread specifications of a part.

EXAMPLE A

-4

1/2 13 UNC 2A

In EXAMPLE A, the major diameter of the thread is 1"
There are'13 threads,per inch. .

The screw thread forth is Unified National Coarse.
The thread fit is a medium fit for external threads.

EXAMPLE B

4

1/4 20 UNF 3B

In EXAMPLE B, the major diameter of the 'thread is 1"
There are 20 threads per inch. T

` The screw thread form is Unified National Fine.
The thread fit is a tight fit for internal threads.

EXAMPLE C

3/4 20 UNEF 3A

In ffXAMPLE CC the major diatheter is 3u

There are 26 threads per inch.
The screw thread form is Unified National Extra Fine.
The thread fit is a tight fit for external threads.

11
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TAPPING

The machinist uses taels to cut internal threads in parts.

To tap a hole, first the machinist drills the hole.
Then he/she taps the hole.
The machinist uses a drill bit to drill the hole.
Many times, this drill bit is called a TAP DRILL:
The machinist usuall ollows these steps to tap a hole.

STEP 1. The machi.ist reads the blueprint to find the
dimensions of the center of the hole and the
specifications of the threads.

STEP 2. He/she lays out the centet of the hole.

STEP 3. He/she reads the TAP DRILL SIZES CHART to find
the correct tap drill size.

STEP 4. He/she drills the correct size hole.

STEP 5. He/she chooses the correct size tap.

'STEP 6. He/she taps the hole.
He/she usually uses a bench vise'to hold the part.

12



----EXAMPLE D

Thread specifications: 1 - 20 UNF - 2A
2-

The machinist finds 1 - 20 on the TAP DRILLI'SIZES CHART.

2-

NATIONAL COARSE
AND FINE THREADS

Thread Drill

1/2 - 13 27/64
1/2 - 20 29/64

9/16 -_12 31/64
9/16 - 18 33/64
5/8 - 11 17/32

5/8 - 18 37/64
3/4 10 21/32

3/4 - 16 11/16

7/8 9 49/64
718 14 13/16

1 8 7/8

1 - 14 15/16
1-1/8 7 63/64

1%1/8 - 12 1-3/64
1-1/4 - 7 1-7/64

1-1/4 - 12 1-11/64
1-1/2 - 6 1-11/32

1-1/2 - 12 1-27/64

1-3/4,- 5 1-35/64

1-3/4 - 12 1-43/64
2 - 4 1/2 1-25/32

2 - 1i 1-59/64

2-1/4 - 4-1/2 2-1/32
2-1/2 - 4 2-1/4

- 4 .2-1/2_2-3/4
3 - 4 2-3/4

Then, he/she reads 29 tap drill size.

/ For the 1 - 20 threads in EXAMPLE D, the correct tap drill is 29"
2-

.For 3 - 16 threads, the correct tap drill is 11"
.16

For 2 - 12 threads, the correct tap drill is 1 59"

64-
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THREADING PARTS WITH DIES

The machinist uses dies to cut exteFnal threads on parq.

Most dies have a STARTING' TAPER on one side of the die.

Die stock 4,

Chamfer
Die

Starting taper
on die

The starting taper helps the die begin cutting the threads.

The machinist uses the side of the die with a starting taper to begin
threading the part.

The machinist usually follows these steps to thread a part.

STEP 1. The machinist reads the blueprint to find the
spectfications of the threads.

STEP 2. He/she measures the diameter of the part to
make sure it is the correct diameter.

STEP 3. He/she files or grinds a small chamfer on the
end of the part.
A CHAMFER is a small angle cut (bevel cut) ,

on the edge of a part.
The chamfer helps the die to start the threads.

STEP 4. He/the chooses the correct die.

STEP 5. He/she threads the part.
He/she usually uses a berich vise to hold the.part.

2 (- 3
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Most of the time, the machinist Uses CUTTING OIL with taps and dies.

The cutting oil helps taps and dies cut good, clean thread's.
The cutting oil also helps remove the metal chips.

But, do not use cutting oil on cast iron parts.
The machinist reads a chart to find the correct cutting oil for each task.

MEASURING THREADS

Most of the time, the machinist uses a GO - NO GO GAGE to meaiure internal
threads.

If the "GO" side of,the go - no go gage fits the threads and the "NO GO" side
does not fit the threads, then the threads are accurate.

If the "GO" side of the go - no go gage fits the threads and the "NO GO" side
also fits the threads, then the threads are not accurate.

These are four main ways to measure external threads:

1. Use a thread pit-ch'§age
2. Use a ring gage
3. Use a thread micrometer
4 Use the 3-wire method

2r-f
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-THREAD --PITCH-GAGE---

Ho 1 d the thread pitch gage against the threads and check for clearance.

Clearance is space between the thread pitch gage and the threads.

No clearance

If there is no clearance, then the threads are accurate.
If there is clearance, then the threads are not accurate.

2. 'RING GAGE

A ring gage is like a nut.
The machinist chooses the correct ring gage to measure the thread.

For example, for a 1" - 14 UNC 2A thread specification, the machinist

0 7
will use a ring gage with a 1" majdr diameter, 14 threads per inch in

Umfied National Coarse, and a medium fit.
, Turn the ring gage on the threads.

If the threads are too big, the ring gage will not turn on the threads.

If the threads are-too small, the ring gage will turn on the threads but

it will.fit too loose.
If the threads are correct, the ring gage will turn on the threads and have

the correct fit.

.
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3. THREAD MICROMETER

The thread micrometer measures the pitch diameter of threads.
The machinist reads the pitch, diameter of a thread from a blueprint or chart.

Then, he/she gets the correct thread micrometer.
The number of threads 'per inch the thread micrometer can measure is on

the frame of the micrometer.
The machinist-measures the thread pitch diameter.
He/she reads a thread micrometer Pike other outside micrometers.

-4-- Micrometer spindle

Micrometer anvil

If the measurement on the thread micrometer is within tolerance, then the

threads are accurate.
If the measurement on the thread micrometer is not within tolerance, then
the threads are not accurate.

5J
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4. 3-WIRE METHOD

The machinist uses 3 wires of the same diameter and an outside micrometer
for the 3-wire method to measure threads.

Micrometer spindle

M = Micrometer measurement
over wires.

D = Major Diameter of threads
W = Diameter of the wires
N = Number of threads.per inch
P = Pitch

Micrometer anvil

The machinist measures the th eads with the 3-wire method.
If the measurement on the mi ometer is within tolerance, then the threads
are accurate.,
If the measurement on the m crometer is not within tolerance, then the thre.ads
are inaccurate.
The machinist does not of en use the 3-wire method.

18



SAFETY RULES

1. Always wear yosur safety glasses..

2. Learn how to correctly use a bench tool before you use it.

3. Choose the correct tap for each task.

4. Choose the Ccii.rect die for each task.:

5. Use a bench vise.or clamp to hold the part.

6. Use a brush or Shop towel to-wipe off metal chips.
Do not use your hands to wipe off metal chips.

7. Wash your Wands after you use cutting oil.-

"..."
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